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INTRODUCTION 
The Tropical Vegetables Thesaurus was compiled to meet the specific 
requirements of the Tropical Vegetable Information Service (TVIS) at 
AVRDC. Its scope is therefore limited to AVRDC's five mandate crops - 
Chinese cabbage, mungbeans, soybeans, sweet potatoes and tomatoes - and 
indeed focuses primarily on Chinese cabbage, mungbeans and soybeans. 
But users will find that this thesaurus can also be useful for indexing 
literature covering a wide range of crops, provided that there is no 
requirement for great depth of indexing for crops other than those 
mentioned above. 
Every effort was made to provide AVRDC with a tool capable of easy 
growth by addition of narrower terms under already-existing keywords. 
Thus, for example, there are keyword descriptors covering some 26 
f amilies of plants, each having additional important narrower terms 
available as keywords. 
The thesaurus provides not only a rich supply of scientific epithets for 
plants, but also many common narres for crops, coverinq such classes as 
cover crops, feed crops, food crops, grain crops, nut crops, oil crops, 
seed crops and, of course, vegetable crops. This will make it 
relatively simple to add new descriptors as requirements change over 
time. 
Taxonomists and others with a special interest in vegetable nomenclature 
should note that I have generally followed the most recent IBPGR 
schemes. Inevitably there will be those who take issue with some 
aspect of my vegetable nomenclature, particularly as it relates to the 
genus Brassica, which is even now undergoing revision by European 
taxonomists. . But this fact only underscores what every thesaurus 
compiler knows: a thesaurus is never finished so long as it is being 
used. It must be maintained, updated, corrected and periodically 
reprinted. Users are invited to cooperate in maintaining the thesaurus 
by addressing their suggestions for additions, corrections and 
improvements to the TVIS in care of the Asian Vegetable Research and 
Development Center. 
-v- 
The Tropical Vegetables Thesaurus was manually compiled and subsequently 
processed using IDRC's MINISIS software (Version F). MINISIS supports 
a program called VERIFY (in the user-contributed library) which was used 
to do some limited checking of hierarchical relationships and spelling 
prior to printing with the MINISIS print processor. 
There are two sections to the thesaurus. In the first section the 
keywords are listed alphabetically by subject category; there are 9 
categories (A to I). Thus, all country names can be quickly scanned in 
Category I beginning on page 129, while all keywords for scientific 
narres of plants are found in category A beginning on page 1. 
The second section is the familiar alphabetical thesaurus with entries 
for every descriptor and non-descriptor (forbidden term). This first 
edition contains 2 297 descriptors and 657 non-descriptors. 
Users familiar with FAO's AGROVOC thesaurus will find that the Tropical 
Vegetables Thesaurus maintains a high degree of compatibility with it. 
In common with AGROVOC and many other English-language thesauri, the 
conventional abbreviations are used to indicate scope notes (SN), 
broader terms (BT), narrower terms (NT), related terms (RT) and synonyms 
(UF = used for). Ail keyword descriptors are printed in upper case, 



















































UF Progenitor species 
Wild ancestors 
BT SPECIES 














UF Hairy gourd 
Wax sourd 
BT CUCURBTTACEAE 















NT NATURAL DISTRIBUTION 
PLANT INTPnDUCTION 
RT CENTRES OF ORIGIN 
ECOLOGY 
GENETIC RESOURCES 
BRASSICA CAMPESTPIS JAPONICA A 
UF Brassica campestris 
nipposinica 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS NARINOSA A 




























BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS PAPA 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
TRILOCULARIS 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS CLEIFEPA A 
UF Turnip rape 




UF Brassica parachinensis 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
RT CHINESF FLOWERING CABBAGE 
A 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS PEKINENSIS A 
UF Brassica pekinensis 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
RT CHINESE CABBAGE 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS PAPA 
UF Brassica campestris 
rapifera 
Brassica capa 
BI BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
RT TURNIPS 
A 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS TRILOCULARIS P 
UF Sarson 
BI BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
A 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS CAMPESTRIS A 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS CHINENSIS A 
UF Brassica chinensis 
BI BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
RT CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
ChINESE WHITE CABBAGE 
BRASSICA CARINATA 
BT BRASSICA 
RT ETHIOPIAN MUSTARD 
BRASSICA JUNCEA 
BI BRASSICA 






NT BRASSICA NAPUS BIENNIS 
BRASSICA NAPUS 
NAPOBRASSICA 
BRASSICA NAPUS OLEIFEPA 
RT HAKURAN 
RAPE 
BRASSICA NAPUS BIENNIS 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA NAPUS NAPOBRASSICA 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA NAPUS OLEIFERA 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA NIGRA 
BT BRASSICA 
RT BLACK MUSTARD 
BRASSICA OLERACEA 
BT BRASSICA 
NT BRASSICA OLERACEA ACEPHALA 
BRASSICA OLERACEA 
ALBOGLABRA 
BRASSICA OLERACEA BOTRYTIS 





BRASSICA OLERACEA ITALICA 
BRASSICA OLERACEA ACEPHALA 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
RT KALES 
BRASSICA OLERACEA ALBOGLABRA 
UF Brassica alboglabra 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 








BRASSICA OLERACEA BCIPYTIS 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
RT CAULIFLOWEPS 
BRASSICA OLERACEA CAPITATA 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
RT COMMON CABBAGE 
BRASSICA OLEPACEA GEMMIFEPA 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
RT BRUSSELS SPROUTS 
BRASSICA OLERACEA GONGYLODES 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
RT KOHLRABI 
BRASSICA OLERACEA ITALICA 


































NT CAPSICUM ANNUUM 
CAPSICUM, FRUTESCENS 
CAPSICUM ANNUUM 












CENTRES OF DIVERSITY 
BT EVOLUTION 
RT CENTRES OF ORIGIN 
CENTRES OF ORIGIN 
BT EVOLUTION 
RT BIOGEOGRAPHY 






















INDICATOR HOSI PLANTS 
CHENOPODIUM QUINOA 
BT CHEI''OPODIUM 
INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 





























































NT CUCUMIS MELO 
CUCUMIS SATIVUS 



























UF Cultivated varieties 
BT VARIETIES 
NT AVRDC CULTIVARS 
CHINESE CABBAGE CULTIVARS 
MUNGBEAN CULTIVARS 
SOYBFAN CULTIVARS 













NT DATURA STRAMONIUM 
DATURA STRAMONIUM 
BT DATURA 









A BT CUCURBITACEAE DAUCUS 
RT CUCURBIT VEGETABLES BT tMBELLIFERAE 

























NT CENTRES OF DIVERSITY 
CENTRES OF ORIGIN 
NATURAL SELECTION 
PHYLOGENY 

























BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE CLANDESTINA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE FALCATA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE LATIFOLIA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE LATROBEANA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE MAX 
SN Glycine max (L.) Merr. 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
RT SOYBEANS 
GLYCINE SOJA 
SN Glycine soja (L.) Sieb. 
and Zucc. This is the 
wild annual relative of 
G. max 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE TABACINA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE TOMENTELLA 









































NT HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 
HIBISCUS SABDARIFFA 
HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 


















































































































































RT CUCURBIT VEGETABLES 
LYCOPERSICON 
BT SOLONACEAE 


















LYCOPERSICON CHEESMANII A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON CHILENSE A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON CHMIELEWSKII A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON ESCULENTUM A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON GLANDULOSUM A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON HIRSUTUM A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON PARVIFLORUM A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 
LYCOPERSICON PERUVIANUM A 
BT LYCOPERSICON 











































BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA GLUTINOSA 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA SYLVESTRIS 




































AD UF Bean (scarlet runner) 
Scarlet runner bean 
BT PHASEOLUS 
PHASEOLUS LUNATUS 













BT INDICATOR HOSI PLANTS 
PHASEOLUS 











































































NT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
BT RAPHANUS 







RAPHANUS SATIVUS LONGIPINNATUS A 
BT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
RT CHINESE RADISH 
RELATED WILD SPECIES A 
BT WILD SPECIES 
RESISTANT VARIETIES 
SN Varieties and cultivars 
resistant to injurious 
factors 






PORTULACACEAE A UF Sugarcane 











NT SINAPIS ALBA 
SINAPIS ALBA 
BT SINAPIS 
RT WHITE MUSTARD 
SOLANUM 
BT SOLONACEAE 









































































































RT ADZUKI BEANS 
VIGNA GLABRESCENS 
UF Phaseolus glaber 
Phaseolus mungo var. 
glaber 
Vigna radiata var. alabra 
BT VIGNA 
VIGNA MUNGO 
SN Vigna mungo (L.) Hepper 







NT VICIA FABA 
VICIA FABA 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
VICIA 
PT FABA BEANS 
VIGNA 
BT LEGUMINOSAE 




















VIGNA RADIATA A 
SN Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek 




VIGNA SUBTERRANEA A 
BT VIGNA 
VIGNA UMBELLATA 












UF Dolichos unguiculata 
Viana sinensis 
BT INDICATÙR HOST PLANTS 
VIGNA 










VIGNA UNGUICULATA BIFLORA AD 
UF Dolichos biflorus 
Dolichos catjang 
Phaseolus cylindricus 
Viana unguiculata subsp. 
cylindrica 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
VIGNA UNGUICULATA SESQUIPEDALIS AD 
UF Dolichos sesquipedalis 
Viana sesquipedalis 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
RT YARD-LONG BEANS 
VIGNA UNGUICULATA UNGUICULATA AD 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
WILD SPECIES 
BT SPECIES 
NT RELATED WILD SPECIES 

















UF Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
BT AUXINS 
ABA 
UF Abscisic acid 
BT GROWTH INHIBITCPS 
RT ABSCISSION 
ABSCISSION 









BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIFS 
RT NUTRIENT UPTAKE 
WATER UPTAKE 
ACETYLENE REDUCTION P 
BT REDUCTION 





ZINGIBER A SN Physioloaical adaptation 
UF Ginger UF Acclimatization 























































BT HYDROXY COMPOUNDS 
ALDEHYDES 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
ALKALOIDS 







BT INORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS 





ALUMINIUM B BT FLOWERS 
BT ELEMENTS NT STAMENS 
ANEUPLOIDY 











ANIMAL DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES B 






UF Metabolic inhibitors 







APICAL DOMINANCE B 
SN The inhibition of lateral 
buds or meristems by the 
apical meristem 





RT APICAL DOMINANCE 
APOMIXIS 
























RT VEGETATIVE PROPAGATION 
ASPARAGINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
ASPARTIC ACIO 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
ASSIMILATION 
BT NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY 
NT NET ASSIMILATION RATE 
RT METABOLISM 
AUXINS 












































BAKING CHARACTERISTICS B 













































UF Vitamin H 
BT VITAMINS 
BOLTING 
SN Premature, early or rapid 
flower stalk growth and 
development 
BT FLOWER INDUCTICN 




UF Plant biology 
BT BIOLOGY 













BT PLANT DEVELOPMFNTAL STAGES 







SN Young pistils 
sef-fertilized with 
mature pollen 
BT SELF POLLINATION 
BUDS 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
PROPAGATION MATERIALS 





CALCIUM CARBONATE B 
BT CARBONATES 
CALOPIFIC VALUE B 






SN Cover of leaves and 
branches formed by tops 
of plants 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
PT CANOPY SHAPE 
CANOPY SHAPE 
BT PLANT HABIT 
RT CANOPY 
CARBOHYDRATES 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT POLYSACCHARIDES 
SUGARS 










NT CALCIUM CARBONATE 
B 
CARNITINE B 









CATALYTIC ACTIVITY B 
CAMBIUM B BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 









CELL MEMBRANE PHYSIOLOGY 
BT PHYSIOLOGY 





BT CELL STRUCTURE 
NT PLASMALEMMA 
TONOPLAST 
RT CELL MEMBRANE PHYSIOLOGY 
CELL STRUCTURE 









BT CELL STRUCTURE 
RT CELL MEMBRANE PHYSIOLOGY 
CELLS 
NT TRACHEIDS 












































































NT CHROMOSOME NUMBER 




BT ORGANIC ACIDS 
CITRULLINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
CLEISTOGAMY 
SN The condition of havinq 
flowers which never open 
and are self-pollinated 
BT SELF POLLINATION 
CLONING 


















BT PLANT TISSUES 
COI OUR 















BT AMINO ACIDS 
CREATININE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
CROP GROWTH RATE 
UF CGR 


















BT ALKALOIDS CYSTEINE 
MUTAGENS BT AMINO ACIDS 
21 
CYSTINE B DAPK RESPIRATION B 
BT AMINO ACIDS BT RESPIRATION 
CYTIDINE B DAPKNESS B 
BT NUCLEOSIDES BT LIGHT 
CYTOKININS B DAYLIGHT A 
UF Phytokinins 














CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILITY B 
BT MALE STERILITY 
RT CYTOSTERILITY BACKCROSSES 
HYBRID PRODUCTION 
CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 
BT CELL STRUCTURE 






BT PYRIMIDINE BASES 





BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 







UF Growth stages 
NT ANIMAL DEVFLOPMENTAL 
STAGES 
PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
PT BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE 







BT BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 





BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
K 
DARK REACTIONS B 
BT PHOTOSYNTHESIS DIPLOIDS 
BT CHROMOSOME NUMBER 
22 
DNA 
UF Deoxyribonucleic acid 









B EDAPHIC FACTORS 
SN Pelating to soil 
influences on the growth 
of plants 





BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 














SN The study of the 
interrelationships 
between living organisms 
and their environment 













































UF Development (embryonic) 
Embryology 













BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 






ENZYME PRECURSORS B 
BT ENZYMES 
ENZYMES 







BT PLANT TISSUES 
ERECTNESS B 
BT PLANT HABIT 
ETHEPHON 
BT PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES 
RT ETHYLENE 
ETHYLENE 






BT ORGANIC ACIDS 
NT FREE FATTY ACIDS 
SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 







SN Union of gametes to 
produce zygote 
BT REPRODUCTION 











SN Chemicals that stimulate 
flowerina 
BT FLOWER INDUCTION 
FLOWER INDUCTION 



















BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 













BT B VITAMINS 
FRUITING 
UF Fruit developtrent 
ET PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 












FREE FATTY ACIDS 




SN Fruit botanically; for 
fruit economically see 
FRUITS and FRUIT 
VEGETABLES 





UF Pod setting 
Seed setting 
Setting (fruit or seed) 
BT FRUITING 
GA 
UF Gibberellic acid 
Gibberellins 
























ET PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
NT GERMINABILITY 
POLLEN GERMINATION 











BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT NECTARIES 








UF Growth habit 
BT BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMFNT 













BT AMINO ACIDS 
GLUTA,MINF 






BT AMINO ACIDS 
GOLGI APPARATUS 
BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 










NT CROP GROWTH RATE 
F 
GROWTH INHIBITORS B 
UF Inhibitors (plant growth) 
Retardants (plant growth) 








RT APICAL DOMINANCE 
GERMINATION INHIBITORS 
GUANINE B 







GROWING MEDIA B 
UF Culture media HAPLOIDS E 
NT ROOTING MEDIA BT CHROMOSOME NUMPER 
26 
HEAD FORMATION B HYDROLASES P 
SN The period in plant 




BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
NT HEADING EFFICIENCY 
HEADING RATE 
RT COMPACT HEADS 
BT ENZYMES 









BT HEAD FORMATION 
B BT SALTS 
RT HEADING RATE 
HYDROXY COMPOUNDS R 





BT HEAD FORMATION 
RT HEADING EFFICIENCY 
HYDROXYPROLINE B 




UF Indoleacetic acid 
HISTIDINE B BT AUXINS 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
IBA P 
HORMONES B UF Indolebutyric acid 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS BT AUXINS 
NT PHEROMONES 
RT HORMONE SPRAYS 
PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES INDETERMINATE GPOWTH B 
BT GROWTH 
HUMIDITY B 
UF Relative humidity INFLORESCENCES B 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT FLOWERS 
PEDICELS 
HYDROCARBONS B SPIKELETS 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS RT SPOROPHORES 
NT METHANE 
F INORGANIC ACIDS 
HYDROGEN B UF Acid (inorganic) 














































BT ANIMAL DEVELOPMENTAL 
STAGES 
LEAF ANGLE 
BT PLANT HABIT 




BT PLANT HAIRS 
LEAVES 






RT LEAF AREA INDEX 
LIGHT 











RT LIGHT QUALITY 
LIGHT QUALITY 
UF Photosynthetic action 
spectrum 
BT LIGHT 











B MALE STERILITY 
ET STEPILITY 











BT UNSATURATEI) FATTY ACIDS 
LINOLENIC ACID 
BT UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
LIPIDS 










NT SEED LONGEVITY 
RT AGE 
LYSINE 























BT BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 








MECHANICAL PROPERTIES R 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIES 
MEIOSIS 
UF Reduction division 





BT PLANT TISSUES 
NT APICAL MERISTEMS 

























BT AMINO ACIDS 
MH 
UF Maleic hydrazide 











BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 
MITOSIS 
BT CELL DIVISION 
MORPHACTINS 
ET GROWTH INHIBITORS 
MORPHOGENESIS 
BT EMBRYONIC DEVELCPMENT 
NT PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS 
RT PLANT MOPPHOLOGY 
MYCELIUM 









EN A symbiotic, largely 
non-pathoaenic 
association between a 







































































BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 





















BT NUCLEIC COMPOUNDS 
RT NUCLEIC ACIDS 
NUCLEUS 
BT CELL STRUCTURE 
NT CHROMOSOMES 
NUCLEOLUS 





BT NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY 




















































OLEIC ACID B 
BT UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
OPEN POLLINATION B 
BT POLLINATION 
OPTICAL PROPERTIFS B 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
NT COLOUR 
ORGANIC ACID SALTS B 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
ORGANIC ACIDS 
UF Acid (organic) 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 




ORGANOLEPTIC PROPERTIES B 
























SN Development of gamete 
into a new plant without 
fertilization 

















BT ORGANOLEPTIC PROPERTIES 





PALMITIC ACID B 
BT SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
PANTOTHENIC ACID B 
BT B VITAMINS 
PARENCHYMA 








BT CHEMICOPHYSICAI PROPERTIES 






BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIF$ 
NT ACID BASE EQUILIBRITJM 
B 
PHENYLALANINE B 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
PHEROMONES 
BT HORMONES 
PT SEX ATTRACTANTS 
PHLOEM 
BT VASCULAR BUNDLES 
B 
B 
BF PARTHENOCARPY B PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 
SN Producing fruit without BT FERTILIZERS 
seeds PHOSPHATES 





NT PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 
B PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
BT BIOSYNTHESIS 




















UF Dark period 
Daylength 
BT PHOTOPERIODISM 





















































































PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
























NT EDAPHIC FACTORS 
PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES 















UF Growth habit 
BT PLANT MORPHOLOGY 






BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT LEAF PUBESCENCE 
ROOT HAIRS 
PLANT MORPHOLOGY 
































RT PLANT ANATOMY 
TISSUE CULTURE 
PLANT VASCULAR SYSTEM 
UF Vascular system (plant) 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT VASCULAR TISSUES 
RT TRANSLOCATION 
PLANT VEINS 
UF Veins (plant) 
BT VASCULAR BUNDLES 
PLASMALEMMA 
BT CELL MEMBRANES 
RT TONOPLAST 
PLASTIDS 
BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 
NT CHLOROPLASTS 
PLTIMULE 
























RT POLLEN GERMINATION 
POLLINATION 
BT REPRODUCTION 








BT CHROMOSOME NUMPER 




















BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIES 
NT APPLIED PRESSURE 
ROOT PRESSURE 
TURGOR PRESSURE 
PRIMARY GROWTH B 
BT GROWTH 
PROLINE B 




BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT GLUTEN 
NUCLEOPROTEINS 
RT NUCLEIC COMPOUNDS 
NUTRIENT CONTENT 
PROTOPLASM 










BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT XANTHOPHYLLS 
RT PURINE BASES 
PYRIDOXINE 













BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT URACIL 
RT PYRIMIDINE BASES 
RADIATIONS 
BT RADIOACTIVITY 
NT GAMMA RADIATION 
RT LIGHT 
RADICLE 







BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPFPTIES 
NT RADIATIONS 
REDUCTION P 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIES 
NT ACETYLENE PEDUCTION 
REPRODUCTION 
UF Reproductive physioloay 
BT PHYSIOLOGY 




















UF Root formation 





RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES B 




UF Vitamin B2 





BT CELL STRUCTURE 
RT RNA 
RNA 
UF Ribonucleic acid 





ROOT CAP B 
BT ROOTS 
ROOT HAIRS 
BT PLANT HAIRS 
ROOTS 
ROOT NODULATION 
UF Nodule formation 
Promiscuous nodulation 






BT GROWING MEDIA 
RT ROOTING 
ROOTS 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 














BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
SALTS 









BT PLANT ANATOMY 
RT TRANSLOCATION 
SARCOSINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
B 
B 
ROOT PRESSURE B 
BT PRESSURE 
38 
SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
BT FATTY ACIDS 
NT PALMITIC ACID 
STEARIC ACID 
B SEEDS 
SN Seeds as a phase in the 
life-history of a plant; 
use SEED for tr.aterial for 
plant propagation 









BT PLANT TISSUES 
SEASONALITY B 
RT BIOLOGICAL RHYTHMS 







SEED DISPERSAL B 



















NT BUD POLLINATION 
CLEISTOGAMY 
RT SELF FERTILIZATION 
SELFING 
SERINE 






BT ORGANOLEPTIC PROPERTIES 
SODIUM 
BT ELEMENTS 
SOIL AIR RELATIONS 













NT ROOT NODULATION 
SOIL FAUNA 
SOIL FLORA 
RT SOIL CHEMISTRY 
SOIL SCIENCES 
B SOIL TEXTURE 
BT SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
TEXTURE 
RT TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
R 
SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES B 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 






RT SOIL BIOLOGY 
SOIL DENSITY 
BT SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
NT SOIL COMPACTION 
RT SOIL STRUCTURE 
SOIL FAUNA 










BT SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
RT SOIL DENSITY 












BT PLANT ANATOMY 



















STEARIC ACID B 
BT SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
STEM ELONGATION B 














SN Reproductive sterility 
BT REPRODUCTION 





















































BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
NT SOIL TEXTURE 
THERMAL PERIODICITY B 
BT FLOWER INDUCTION 
THERMAL PROPERTIES R 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
THIAMIN 
UF Vitamin Bi 
BT B VITAMINS 
THREONINE 








BT PYRIMIDINE BASES 
T1BA 
UF Triiodobenzoic acid 
BT CROWTH INHIBITORS 
TILLERING 
SN Production of shoots from 
the crown of a plant 
BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
TONOPLAST 










UF Sap flow 
BT PHYSIOLOGY 
RT NUTRIENT TRANSPORT 
OSMOSIS 
































RT WATEP UPTAKE 
WILTING 
TYROSINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
UNSATUPATED FATTY ACIDS 
BT FATTY ACIDS 






BT PYRIMIDINE BASES 
UREA 


















BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 
VALINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
VASCULAR BUNDLES 






BT PLANT TISSUES 
PLANT VASCULAR SYSTEM 




SN Iniation of flowering in 
response to cold treatment 











BT B VITAMINS 
VITAMIN C 
















BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 












































SN Crossing a hvbrid with 
one of its parents 
BT CPOSSBREEDING 
NT CYTOSTEPILITY BACKCROSSPS 
















NT HARD SEEDEDNESS 
MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
PLANT WEATHERING 






BT ENFRGY SOURCES 
AXILLARY BUD CULTURE 













UF Slow bolting 




UF Breedina objectives 
BT PLANT BREEDINC 




PLANT TYPE IMPPOVENENT 








BT PLANT BREEDING 
NT HYBRID BREAKDONN 
POLLEN INCOMPATIBILITY 
SELF INCOMPATIFILITY 
RT INTERSPECIFIC STEPILITY 
ISOLATION TECHNIQUE 
BREEDING LINES 
NT INBRED LINES 
PURE LINES 
RT PLANT BREEDING 
BUDDING 
SN The union of two 
different plants by 
insertinq the bud of one 









BT PLANT ANATOMY 
PROPAGATION MATEPIALS 
RT AXILLARY BUD CULTURE 
CHARACTEPS 
UF Traits 








BT PLANT TYPES 
RT MUTANTS 
CHROMOSOME MANIPULATION 




SN Organisms of identical 
genetic constitution 








BT PLANT BREEDING 
NT GENERAL COMBINING ABILITY 
SPECIFIC COMBINING ABILITY 
BC CONSERVATION 
NT ENEPGY CONSERVATION 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
PT GENETIC EPOSION 































CYTOPLASMIC INHEPITANCE C 
BT INHERITANCE 
CYTOSTERILITY BACKCROSSES C 
C BT BACKCROSSING 
RT CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILITY 
COMPACT HEADS C 
BT BREEDING AIMS 
RT HEAD FORMATION 
DISEASE RESISTANCE 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
CD 







BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
DWARFS 
BT PLANT TYPES 
RT PLANT HABIT 
EARLY MATURATION 
UF Earliness 








BT ENEPGY SOURCES 
EMBRYO CULTURE 
BT TISSUE CULTURE 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
BT CONSERVATION 














PT PLANT TYPES 
F1 HYBRID PRODIICTION 
ET HYBRID PRODUCTION 





BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTOPS 
FUELS 






UF Genetic resources 
laboratory 
Germolasm banks 
CE BT GEPMPLASM COLLECTIONS 
GENE POOLS 
C BT GENETIC RESOURCES 
GENERAL COMEINING ABILITY 
C BT COMBIVING ABILITY 
GENES 
BT GENETICS 





















SN Loss of genetic 
variability especially in 
terms of the richness of 





BT NATURAL RESOURCES 

































SN Use for expeditions to 
collect plants and seeds 
BT GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
NT POLLEN COLLECTION 




BT GENETIC RESOURCES 
NT GENE BANKS 
PT GERMPLASM COLLECTION 
GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
BT RESOUPCE CONSERVATION 
NT GEPMPLASM COLLECTION 
GERMPLASM STORAGE 
RT GENETIC RESOURCES 
GERMPLASM 
GERMPLASM EVALUATION 
UF Germplasm screening 
BT EVALUATION 
GERMPLASM CHARACTERIZATION 






BT GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
STORAGE 
NT POLLEN STORAGE 
SEED STORAGE 
GIANTS 








GERMPLASM CHARACTERIZATION C 
C 
BT PLANT BREEDING GRAFT COMPATIBILITY 




UF Curd grafting 















BT BREEDING BARBIERS 
HYBRID PRODUCTION 
BT CROSSBPEEDING 
NT F1 HYBRID PRODUCTION 
RT CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILITY 
SELF INCOMPATIBILITY 
HYBRID VIGOUR 






BT PLANT TYPES 













PT SFED CERTIFICATION 
SEED PURIFICATION 
INBRED LINES 
BI BREEDING LINES 
RT PURE LINES 
INBREEDING 
BI PLANT BREEDING 






NT INDUCED POLYPLCIDY 
INDUCED POLYPLOIDY 
































NT INTERLINE CROSSING 
ISOLATION TECHNIQUE 
SN Protection of plants from 
undesired pollination 
BT PLANT BREEDING 




BT VEGETATIVE PROPAGATION 
RT ROOTING 
LETHAL GENES 
BT Gt NES 
LINE SELECTION 
BT SELECTION 
NT MATERNAL LINE SELECTION 
LODGING RESISTANCE 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT PLANT WEATHERING 
WILTING 
MANY-BRANCHED TYPE 
BT PLANT TYPES 
MASS SELECTION 
BT SELECTION 
MATERNAL LINE SELECTION 












UF Shoot culture 
Shoot-tip culture 







BT AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 
NT POD CHARACTERS 
SPECIFIC I-EAF WEIGHT 
MUTANTS 






NT INDUCED MUTATION 
SPONTANEOUS MUTATION 










BT PLANT BREEDING 
PEST RESISTANCE 
SN Resistance to pests 














SN Controlled improvement in 
selected characters of 
plants 























BT PLANT BREEDING 
PLANT PROPAGATION 
UF Propagation (plant) 







PLANT TYPE IMPROVEMENT 
BT BREEDING AIMS 















RT AGRONO!IC CHARACTERS 
PLANT TYPE IMPROVEMENT 
PLANT WEATHERING 
BT AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 




BT MORPNOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
PT PODS 
POLLEN COLLECTION 
BT GERMPLASM COLLECTION 
POLLEN INCOMPATIBILITY 
BT BREEDING BARRIERS 
RT SELF INCOMPATIPILITY 
STERILITY 
POLLEN STORAGE 
BT GERMPLASN STOPAGE 
POLYEMBPYONY 






















RT PLANT PROPAGATION 
C REGISTRATION 








QUALITATIVE CHARACTERS C 
BT CHARACTERS 
QUANTITATIVE CHARACTERS C 
BT CHARACTERS 
RATOONS C 
BT PROPAGATION MATEPIALS 
RECESSIVE GENES C 
BT GENES 
RECIPROCAL CROSSING C 
BT CROSSBREEDING 
RECIPROCAL RECURRENT SELECTION C 
BT RECURRENT SELECTION 
RECOMBINATION 
SN Formation of new 
combinations of aenes by 
crossinq or segregation 
BT PLANT BREEDING 
RECURRENT SELECTION 
BT SELECTION 




RESISTANCE TO INJURICUS FACTORS CD 
PT BREEDING AIMS 
RESISTANCE 










RT INJUPIOUS FACTORS 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
BI CONSERVATION 









BT PROPAGATION MATERIALS 
SALT TOLERANCE 
UF Salinity resistance 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT SALT STRESS 
CD 
SCIONS C 
BT PROPAGATION MATERIALS 
SEED 
SN Seeds for sowing or 
propagation; as phase in 
life history of plant use 
SEEDS 
BT PROPAGATION MATEPIALS 
NT IMPURE SEED 
SEED BLENDS 
RT SEED TREATMENT 
SEED BLENDS 
SN Mixed seed of different 
cultivars 




BT GERMPLASM STORAGF 
RT SEED LONGEVITY 
SEGREGATION 
BT PLANT BREEDING 
SELECTION 
UF Selection technioues 
Selective breeding 
BT PLANT BREEDING 



















BT BPEEDING BAPRIERS 








BT RESISTANCF TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
CF SHIPPING ABILITY 












SPECIFIC COMBINING ABILITY 
BT COMBINING ABILITY 
SPECIFIC LEAF WEIGHT 
UF SLW 
BT MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
SPONTANEOUS MUTATION 
UF Natural mutation 
BT MUTATION 
STERILIZATION 



















BT PLANT PROPAGATION 
NT CLONING 
GRAFTING 










RT ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION 
WATER CONSERVATION CF: 
TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE CD BT RESOUPCE CONSERVATION 
UF Cold tolerance WATER MANAGEMENT 
Heat tolerance RT WATER SUPPLY 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE WATER POWER CF 
HEAT STRESS BT ENERGY SOURCES 
PLANT WEATHERING 
WIDE ADAPTABILITY C 
TEST CROSSING C BT BREEDING AIMS 
BT CROSSBREEDING 
RT BACKCROSSING 
WIND POWER CF 
BT ENERGY SOUPCES 
THREE-WAY CROSSES C 
BT CROSSBREEDING 
WIND RESISTANCE CC' 
UF Resistance to wind 
TISSUE CULTURE C BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIliJS 
UF Cell culture FACTORS 
MicropropagatIon RT PLANT WEATHERING 
NT AXILLARY BUD CULTURE 
EMBRYO CULTURE 
MERISTEM CULTURE YIELD INCREASE C 





BT BREEDING AIMS 
C 
UNIFORMITY C 
BT BREEDING AIMS 
BT FUNGI 










ACARINA r D ADZUKIBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF Mites UF AzMV 
Ticks BT VIPUSES 
BT ARACHNIDA 
NT ACERIA 
BREVIPALPUS AEPIAL APPLICATION D 
EURYOPHYES BT APPLICATION MEIhODS 
ACAULOSPORA D AEPOBIC BACTERIA D 
BT FUNGI BT BACTERIA 
ACERIA D AGALLIA n 
BT ACARINA BT HOMOPTERA 
ACHAFA D AGAPICUS DF 
BT LEPIDOPTEFA BT EDIBLE FUNGI 
ACHERONTIA D AGRIOTES D 
BT LEPIDOPTERA BT COLEOPTEPA 
ACHETA D AGRIUS D 
BT ORTHOPTERA BT LEPIDOPTEFA 
ACREMONIUM D AGROBACTEPIUM D 




































UF Black cutworm 
BT AGROTIS 
ALBUGO 





UF Striped sweet potato 
weevil 
BT COLEOPTERA 




SN Harmful effects of one 
plant upon another 










































BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
ALTERNATE HOSTS D RT COLLETOTRICHUM 
BT HOSTS GLOMERELLA 
AMIDOSTOMUM D ANTICARSIA D 
BT NEMATODES BT LEPIDOPTERA 
ANAEROBIC BACTERIA D ANTIGENS D 
BT BACTERIA BT IMMUNITY 
ANTIMICROBIALS D 
BT DPUGS 



























































NT SEX ATTRACTANTS 






BT ARTHROPODS AZOTOBACTERIACEAE 




















NT BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS 
BACILLUS SEED DECAY 











































BT BACTEPTAL DISEASES 
RT XANTHOMONAS 
BACTERIAL SOFTROT 




BT BACTEPIAL DISEASES 
WILTS 
BAGRADA 
UF Harlequin bugs 
BT HETEPOPTEPA 
BEAN COMMON MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF BCMV 
BT VIRUSES 
RT MUNGBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN CRUMPLING VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
BEAN GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
BEAN POD MOTTLE VIRUS 
UF BPMV 
BT VIRUSES 
BEAN RUGOSE MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
















BEET CURLY TOP VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 













RT NATURAL ENEMIES 
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
BT CONTROL METHODS 
NT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
ORGANISMS 
MASS REARING 
STÉRILE INSECT RELEASE 
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL ORGANISMS D 
BT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
NT ENTOMOGENOUS FUNGI 




RT NOXIOUS BIRDS 
POULTRY 
BLACKEYE COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
BLACKGRAM LEAF CRINKLE VIRUS D 
UF BLCV 
BT VIRUSES 
BLACKGPAM MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIPUSES 





NT BACTERIAL BLIGHT 
LEAF BLIGHT 










UF Slow bolting 











BT ORTHOPTERA D 
BRAZILIAN BUD BLIGHT 
BT VIRAL DISEASES 







BROAD BEAN MOTTLE VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
D 
BROAD BEAN STAIN VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
BROAD BEAN TRUE MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
BROAD BEAN WILT VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
BROADCASTING D 
ET APPLICATION METHODS 
BROWN SPOT 
UF Septoria leaf spot 
(soybean) 
ET FUNGAL DISEASES 
SPOTS 
RT SEPTORIA 
BROWN STEM ROT 
UF Phialophora stem rot 
BT STEM ROTS 
RT PHIALOPHORA 
BUD BLIGHT 
ET VIRAL DISEASES 



















BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
SYMPTOMS 
NT STEM CANKER 




CAULIFLOWEP MOSAIC VIRUS 
ET VIRUSES 
CECIDOMYIIDAE 









NT CERCOSPORA CANESCENS 
CERCOSPORA KIKUCHII 
CERCOSPOPA SOJINA 

















CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 
UF Cercospora leaf spot and 
blight 
CLS 
















BT CHEMICAL CONTROL 




SN Use of chemicals to 
control pests and weeds 
BT CONTROL METHODS 















INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
CHENOPODIUM QUINGA 
BT CHENOPODIUM 
INDICATOR HOSI PLANTS 
CHEWING INSECTS 
BT PEST INSECTS 


































































D CONTROL METHODS 
BT CONTROL OF INJUPIDUS 
FACTORS 
















CONTROL 0F INJURIOUS FACTORS D 
BT PLANT PROTECTICN 












RT TARGET SPOT 
D 
COWPEA APHID-BORNE MCSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
COWPEA CHLOPOTIC MOTTLE VIRUS D 
UF CCMV 
BT VIRUSES 
COWPEA MILD MOTTLE VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
CONODERUS D 
BT COLEOPTERA COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 

















INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
CULTURAL CONTROL 
SN Control of pests or 
diseases through 
cultivation techniques or 
changed cropping patterns 















































UF Deficiency diseases 















DEHYDRATION D DIPTEPA D 
SN Phvsiological UF Flies (true) 
dehydration; for water BT INSECTS 
removal use DPYING NT AGPOMYZIDAE 
BT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS ANTHOMYIIDAE 



























BT CONTROL OF INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
DISEASE PREVENTION 
















UF Plant diseases 
BT INJURIOUS FACTCPS 
NT BACTERIAL DISEASES 











DIPLODIA D DISEASES OF UNCERTAIN ETIOLOGY D 
BT FUNGI BT DISEASES 
63 
DISORDERS 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 


















BT APPLICATION METHODS 
DROUGHT 
BT NATURAL DISASTERS 
RT DRY SEASON 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
DROUGHT TOLERANCE 




RT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
DUSTING 




































SN Injurlous effects of 
environmental factors on 
TVIS crops 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 





























NT EPILACHNA VARIVESTIS 
EPILACHNA VAPIVESTIS 





BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
NT WATER EROSION 
WIND EROSION 




RT BACTERIAL SOFTROT 
ERYSIPHE 
BT FUNGI 



































BT NATURAL DISASTERS 
RT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
FLOODING TOLERANCE 
















FROGEYE LEAF SPOT 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
LEAF SPOTS 
RT CERCOSPORA SOJINA 
FROST DAMAGE 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
FUMIGATION 
BT APPLICATION METHODS 







CERCOSPOPA LEAF SPOT 
CLUBPOOT 
DAMPING-OFF 
FROGEYF LEAF SPOT 
MILDEWS 
MOULDS 
POD AND STEM BLIGHT 



































































































































BT INDICATOP HOST PLANTS 






















D GENETIC CONTROL D HEAT STRESS 
BT CONTROL METHODS BT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS 








NT HELIOTHIS ARMIGERA 
HELIOTHIS ARMIGERA 
UF Tomato fruitworm 
BT HELIOTHIS 
HELLULA 










































































HORIZONTAL RESISTANCE D INDICATOR HOST PLANTS D 
SN Polygenic, quantitative, UF Virus indicator plants 
non-specific resistance BT HOSTS 
UF Field resistance NT CHENOPODIUM AMARANTICOLOR 
General resistance CHENOPODIUM QUINOA 
Rate-reducinq resistance CUCUMIS SATIVUS 
BT RESISTANCE DATURA STRAMONIUM 
HOSTS 
SN Animals or plants 
infected or infested by 
other organisme 
UF Host plants 
BT PARASITISM 
NT ALTERNATE HOSTS 








































SN Factors injurious to TVIS 
crops, their production 













RT CROP LOSSES 
RESISTANCE TO INJUPIOUS 
FACTORS 
INOCULATION 
SN The introduction of 
material containing 
microorganisms into a 
tissue 
NT SEED INOCULATION 







SN Control of pest insects 
BT PEST CONTROL 
NT LIGHT TRAPS 


















RT PEST INSECTS 
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
UF IPM 



























SN Removal of soluble 
chemicals by water 
passinq through the soil 
BT WATER EROSION 










NT CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 




































































LETTUCE NECROTIC YELLOW VIRUS D 
BT VIPUSES 
LIGHT TRAPS D 
















BT RESISTANCF TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 










D BT FUNGI MACROPHOMA 











































UF Poot-knot nematodes 
BT NEMATODES 
METABOLIC DISORDERS 





















BT FUNGAL DISEASES 





















UF Sweet Potato scurf 
BT FUNGI 
MOULDS 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
NT GREY MOULD 
RT SYMPTOMS 
MUNGBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SN This virus is considered 
to be a strain of bean 

















MUNGBEAN MOTTLE VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
MUNGBEAN SCAB D 
BT SCABS 
MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 






RT ROOT ROTS 
D 
MYCOPLASMA-LIKE DISEASES D 
UF Machismo 
Q disease 






















SN Parasites, predators or 
others whose activities 
tend to limit populations 
of pest species 











































RT YEAST SPOT 
NEOCOSMOSPORA 
BT FUNGI 














BT INPICATOP HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA GLUTINOSA 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA SYLVESTRIS 





















BT NOXIOUS ANIMALE 
RT BIRDS 
NOXIOUS MAMMALS 













UF Slugs and snails 
(injurious) 




NT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 





RT POWDERY MILDEWS 
OKRA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 












































SN Parasitic higher or 
vascular plants 























NT PLANT PATHOLOGY 
RT PATHOGENS 
PEA ENATION MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
PEANUT MOTTLE VIRUS 
UF PMV 
BT VIRUSES 












NT PERONOSPORA MANSHURICA 











UF Pest management 
PM 
BT CONTROL OF INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
NT INSECT CONTROL 
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
STORED PRODUCTS PEST 
CONTROL 
PEST INSECTS 
BT NOXIOUS ANIMALS 




SN Resistance to pests 








RT PESTICIDE PERSISTENCE 
PESTICIDES 
PESTICIDE RESISTANCE 




BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
NT NOXIOUS ANIMALE 
STORED PRODUCTS PESTS 







PERONOSPORA MANSHURICA D 
D BT PERONOSPORA PHAEDON 
BT COLEOPTERA 
76 
PHAKOPSOPA D PHYLLOSTICTA D 
BT FUNGI BT FUNGI 





BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
PHASEOLUS 










SN Anamorph (imoerfect 
state) of Diaporthe 
BT FUNGI 
RT DIAPORTHE 







BT MYCOPLASMA-LIKE DISEASES 
D PHYLLOTRETA 
BT COLEOPTERA 
NT PHYLLOTRETA STRIOLATA 
AD PHYLLOTRETA STRIOLATA 
UF Cabbage flea beetle 
Striped flea beetle 
BT PHYLLOTRETA 




SN Use of screens, barriers, 
reflective surfaces and 
manual methods to control 
pests and other injurious 
factors 
BT CONTROL METHODS 
NT WINDBPEAKS 








RT NUTRITIONAL DISORDERS 
PHYTOMYZA 

























































UF Crop protection 





















NT PLUTELLA XYLOSTELLA 
PLUTELLA XYLOSTELLA 
UF Diamond-back moth 
BT PLUTELLA 
POD AND STEM BLIGHT 
PLANT PATHOLOGY BD BT BLIGHTS 
BT BOTANY FUNGAL DISEASES 
PATHOLOGY RT DIAPORTHE 
PHOMOPSIS 
POD BORERS 
















BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
RT RESIDUES 
POTATO LEAFROLL VIRUS 
UF PLRV 
BT VIRUSES 
POTATO VIRUS X 
UF PVX 
BT VIRUSES 












UF Root-lesion nematodes 
BT NEMATODES 
PREDATION 
BT BIOLOGICAL COMPETITION 
RT PREDATORS 
PREDATOOS 

































PURPLE SEED STAIN 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
PYRENOCHAETA 
BT FUNGI 



















RADISH ENATION MOSAIC VIRUS D 
UF REMV 
BT VIRUSES 




RT INSECT CONTROL 
RESISTANCE 
NT HORIZONTAL RESISTANCE 
PESTICIDE RESISTANCE 
RESISTANCE TO INJUPIOUS 
FACTORS 
VERTICAL RESISTANCE 
RT RESISTANCE SCPFENING 
RESISTANCE SOURCES 
RESISTANCE SOURCES 





RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS FACTORS CD 
BT BREEDING AIMS 
RESISTANCE 












































BT NOXIOUS MAMMALS 
ROOT ROTS 


















ROOT-EATING INSECTS D SCABS D 
BT CHEWING INSECTS BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
SYMPTOMS 
NT MUNGREAN SCAB 
ROSELLINIA D SOYBEAN SCAB 
BT FUNGI 
SCAPSIPEDUS D 
ROTS D BT ORTHOPTERA 
BT SYMPTOMS 
NT CHARCOAL ROT 
ROOT ROTS SCHISTOCERCA D 
SOFTROTS PT ORTHOPTEPA 
STEM ROTS 
RT BACTERIAL DISEASES 
FUNGAL DISEASES SCLEROCYSTIS D 









BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
NT SOYBEAN RUST 
RT PHAKOPSORA PACHYPHIZI 
SYMPTOMS 
SALT STRESS 
BT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS 
RT SALT TOLERANCE 
SALT TOLERANCE 
UF Salinity resistance 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT SALT STRESS 
SAPROPHYTISM D 
UF Saprophytes 
BT BIOLOGICAL COMPETITION 
BT FUNGI 












































NT BACTERIAL SOFTROT 
SOIL DETERIORATION 







UF Toxic soils 
BT INJUPIOUS FACTORS 
TOXICITY 





SOUTHERN BEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 












SOYBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF SMV 
BT VIRUSES 













RT SOYBEAN SCAB 
SPODOPTERA 
BT LEPIDOPTEPA 
NT SPODOPTERA EXIGUA 
SPODOPTERA LITUPA 
SPODOPTERA EXIGUA 
UF Beet armyworm 
BT SPODOPTERA 
SPODOPTERA LITURA 





















RT FUNGAL DISFASES 
D STORMS 
BT NATURAL DISASIERS 
NT CYCLONES 




BT APPLICATION METHODS 
RT SPRAYERS 
STEM BORERS 





UF Stem decay 
BT ROTS 






RT LEAF BLIGHT 
STERILE INSECT RELEASE 







STORED PRODUCTS PEST CONTROL D 
BT PEST CONTROL 
STREPTOMYCES D 
BT ACTINOMYCETALES 
SUCKING INSECTS D 
BT PEST INSECTS 
SWEET POTATO MILD MOTTLE VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATO STUNT VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATO VFIN-CLEARING VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS A 
UF SPV-A 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS B 
BT VIRUSES 






















































UF Cold tolerance 
Heat tolerance 
BT PESISTANCE TO INJUPIOUS 
FACTORS 
























BT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
TOBACCO FTCH VIRUS 
UF TEV 
BT VIRUSES 














TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF TMV 
BT VIPUSES 
TOBACCO NECROSIS VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOBACCO RATTLE VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 
TOBACCO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
UF TRSV 
BT VIRUSES 
RT BUD BLIGHT 
TOBACCO STREAK VIRUS 
UF TSV 
BT VIRUSES 
RT BRAZILIAN BUD BLIGHT 
TOMATO ASPERMY VIRUS 
UF TAsV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO BLACK RING VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 
TOMATO BUSHY STUNT VIRUS 
UF TBSV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF ToMV 
BT VIRUSES 












TOMATO SPOTTED WILT VIRUS 
UF TSWV 
BT VIRUSES 
TCMATO YELLOW DWARF VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 
TOMATO YELLOW LEAFCURL VIRUS 
UF TYLCV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOXIC SUBSTANCES 
BT INJURIOUS FACTCPS 
NT PESTICIDE PESIDUES 
RT SOIL TOXICITY 
TOXICITY 
UF Phytotoxicity 



























TURNIP CRINbLE VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TURNIP MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF TuMV 
BT VIRUSES 
TURNIP ROSETTE MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 












RT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
ORGANISMS 
VECTORS 
BT DISEASE TRANSMISSION 
VERTICAL RESISTANCE 
SN Oligogenic, qualitative, 
race-specific resistance 














BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
VICIA 
RT FABA BEANS 
VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
UF Dolichos unguiculata 
Vigna sinensis 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
VIGNA 








VIGNA UNGUICULATA BIFLORA AD 
UF Dolichos biflorus 
Dolichos catjang 
Phaseolus cylindricus 
Vigna unguiculata subsp. 
cylindrica 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
VIGNA UNGUICULATA SESQUIPEDALIS AD 
UF Dolichos sesquipedalis 
Viana sesquipedalis 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
RT YARD-LONG BEANS 
VIGNA UNGUICULATA UNGUICULATA AD 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
VIRAL DISEASES 
SN In general, viral 
diseases should be 
indexed with the name of 
the virus. See VIRUSES 
BT DISEASES 




D VERTICILLIUM D VIRUS STRAINS 




UF Plant viruses 
BT MICROORGANISMS 
NT ABUTILON MOSAIC VIRUS 
ADZUKIBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
ALFALFA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN COMMON MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN CRUMPLING VIRUS 
BEAN GOLDEN MOSATC VIRUS 
BEAN POD MOTTLE VIRUS 
BEAN RUGOSE MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEET CURLY TOP VIRUS 
BEET YELLOWS VIRUS 
BLACKEYE COWPEA MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
BLACKGRAM LEAF CRINKLE 
VIRUS 
BLACKGRAM MOSAIC VIRUS 
BLACKGPAM STERILITY 
MOSAIC VIRILS 
BROAD BEAN MOTTLE VIRUS 
BROAD BEAN STAIN VIRUS 
BROAD BEAN TPUE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
BROAD BEAN WILT VIRUS 
CASSAVA MOSAIC VIRUS 
CAULIFLOWER MOSAIC VIRUS 
CHILI LEAFCURL VIRUS 
COWPEA APHID-BORNE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
COWPEA CHLOROTIC MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
COi'PEA MILD MOTTLE VIRUS 
COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS 
COWPEA SEVERE MOSAIC VIRUS 
CUCUMBER MOSAIC VIRUS 
GREENGRAM MOSAIC VIRUS 
LETTUCE NECROTIC YELLOW 
VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN MOTTLE VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
OKRA MOSAIC VIRUS 
ONION YELLOW DWARF VIRUS 
PEA ENATION MOSAIC VIRUS 
PEANUT MOTTLE VIRUS 
PEANUT STUNT VIRUS 
PEPPER MOTTLE VIRUS 
POTATO LEAFROLL VIRUS 
POTATO VIRUS X 
POTATO VIRUS Y 
D 
RADISH ENATION MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
RADISH MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOUTHERN BEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOYBEAN DWAPF VIRUS 
SOYBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOYBFAN ROSETTE VIRUS 
SOYBEAN STUNT VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO MILD MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO STUNT VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO 
VEIN-CLEARING VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS A 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS B 
SWEET POTATU VIRUS N 
TOBACCO ETCH VIRUS 
TOBACCO LEAF CUPL VIRUS 
TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOBACCO NECROSIS VIRUS 
TOBACCO RATTLE VIRUS 
TOBACCO RINGSPCT VIRUS 
TOBACCO STPEAK VIRUS 
TOMATO ASPERMY VIRUS 
TOMATO BLACK RING VIRUS 
TOMATO BUSHY S'IUNT VIRUS 
TOMATO GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOMATO MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOMATO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
TOMATO SPOTTED WILT VIRUS 
TOMATO YELLOW DWARF VIRUS 
TOMATO YELLOW LEAFCURL 
VIRUS 
TOMATO YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
TURNIP CRINKLE VIRUS 
TURNIP MOSAIC VIRUS 
TURNIP ROSETTE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
TURNIP YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
WILD CUCUMBER YOSAIC VIRUS 



















BT CONTROL OF INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
WEEDS 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
NT ANNUAL WEEDS 
PEPENNIAL WEEDS 
RT PAPASITIC PLANTS 
PLANTS 
WEED COMPETITION 











NT BACTERIAL WILT 
RT WILTING 
WIND DAMAGE 

















UF Resistance to wind 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT PLANT WEATHERING 
XANTHOMONAS 
BT PSEUDOMONACEAE 










BT CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
ADZUKI BEANS 





BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
RT VIGNA ANGULARIS 
AGARICUS 


























PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES 
AGRICULTURAL LIME 






SN Study of applied phases 
of crop production and 
soil management 
BT AGRICULTURE 





UF Chinese spinach 
Spinach (Chinese) 
BT GREEN VEGETABLFS 
NT GRAIN AMAPANTHS 
PT AMARANTHUS 























ANTHROPOGENIC SOIL TYPES 
ALKALINE SOILS E UF Manmade soils 
BT CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES BT SOIL TYPES 
NT PADDY SOILS 
ALLUVIAL SOILS E 
BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES ANTITRANSPIRANTS 
BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
ALTITUDE E 














RT CHEMICAL APPLICATION 
FERTILIZER APPLICATION 
ASSIMILATION 
BT NUTRITION PHYSIULOGY 
NT NET ASSIMILATION RATE 
RT METABOLISM 
AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION 
























UF Mustard (black) 
BT OIL CROPS 
RT BRASSICA NIGRA 
BROCCOLI 
UF Sproutinq broccoli 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
RT BRASSICA OLERACEA ITALICA 
BRUSSELS SPROUTS 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
RT BPASSICA OLERACEA 
GEMMIFEPA 
BULBOUS VEGETABLES 




DE CABBAGE TYPES 
BT CABBAGES 









BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT CABBAGE TYPES 
CHINESE CABBAGE 
CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
CHINESE FLOWERING CABBAGE 









BT GRAIN LEGUMES 









BT CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
CARROTS 
BT POOT VEGETABLES 
RT DAUCUS CABOTA 
CASSAVA 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
RT MANIHOT 
CAULIFLOWERS 
UF Ye tsoi fa 
BT VEGETABLE CROPS 
RT BRASSICA OLERACEA BOTRYTIS 
CELERY 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE CELERY 
RT APIUM 
CEPEALS 
SN Grasses grown for their 
grain 






CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 




















BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
RT CICER ARIETINUM 
CHINESE CABBAGE 
UF Cabbage (Chinese) 
Celery cabbage 
BT CABBAGES 
RT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
PEKINENSIS 
CHINESE CELERY 
UF Kun tsoi 
BT CELERY 
CHINESE CHIVFS 
UF Chives (Chinese) 
BT CHIVES 
CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
SN var. rosularis 
UF Cabbage (Chinese flat) 
Tai ko tsoi 
PT CABBAGES 
RT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
CHINENSIS 
CHINESE FLOWERING CABBAGE 
BT CABBAGES 








F CHINESE GARLIC 
CHEMOSTERILANTS E UF Garlic (Chinese) 
BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS BT GARLIC 
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CHINESE YALE 
UF Kai lan tsoi 
BT KALES 





UF Radish (Chinese) 
BT RADISHES 
RT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
LONGIPINNATUS 
CHINESE WHITE CABBAGE 
UF Cabbage (Chinese white) 




Shanghai pak tsoi 
Shanghai white cabbage 
Tsing pak tsoi 
White cabbage (Chinese or 
Shanghai) 
BT CABBAGES 
RT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
CHINENSIS 
CHIVES 
BT GRFEN VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE CHIVES 
RT ALLIUM 
CLAY SOILS 
BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
CLIMATE 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
NT MOUNTAIN CLIMATE 
TEMPERATE CLIMATE 
TROPICAL CLIMATE 













CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 





BT FARMING SYSTEMS 
COMMON CABBAGE 
UF Cabbage (common) 
PT CABBAGES 
RT BPASSICA OLERACEA CAPITA7A 
CONTINUOUS CROPPING 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
CONTOUR CULTIVATION 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
CONTRACT FARMING 
BT FARMING SYSTEMS 
CONTROLLED BURNING 
UF Burning 





BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
PROCESSING 
























BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
RT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
CROPPING SYSTEMS 
UF Cropping patterns 
Cultivation systems 
BT CULTIVATION 

















































UF Crop husbandry 
Cultural practices 


































BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
DESSICATORS 
BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
NT ANHYDROUS CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE 







SN In situ planting of seed 
so that no transplantina 
is required 
UF Direct seeding 
In situ planting 
BT SOWING 
DISBUDDING 
SN Removal of growing points 
to encourage development 






BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
DRAINAGE 
BT SOIL MANAGEMENT 
PT WATER MANAGEMENT 
DRY FARMING 












BT FRUIT VEGETABLES 
RT SOLANUM MELONGENA 
ELECTRICITY 





















RT ENERGY CONSERVATION 
ENVIRONMENT 















RT CLIMATIC REQUIREMENTS 








ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE E 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
RT TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE 
ETHIOPIAN MUSTARD 
UF Abyssinien mustard 
Mustard (Abyssinian or 
Ethiopian) 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
RT BRASSICA CARINATA 
E 
EVALUATION 










UF Bean (broad) 





BT VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
PT VICIA FABA 
FALLOW SYSTEMS 
UF Fallowinq 









SMALL SCALE FARMING 
SUBSISTENCE FARMING 
TRADITIONAL FARMING 
RT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
FARMS 
FARMS 
NT FARM SIZE 










UF Fodder crops 
BT CROPS 
NT FEED CRUCIFERS 
FEED LEGUMFS 
FEED CRUCIFERS 

















BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 

























SN Causing plants to develop 
more rapidly than by 
normal growth 
BT CULTIVATION 
PT EARLY MATURATION 
FRUIT VEGETABLES 
BT VEGETABLE CROFS 













UF Flooded furrow system 
BT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
GARDEN PROGRAM 
SN AVRDC Garden Program 
RT GARDENS 
GARDENS 
NT HOME GARDENS 
MARKET GARDENS 
SCHOOL GARDENS 












BT RULBOUS VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE GARLIC 
RT ALLIU? 
GERMPLASM EVALUATION 
UF Germplasm screenina 
BT EVALUATION 
GERMPLASM CHARACTERIZATION 










BT GRAIN CROPS 
LEGUMES 









































UF Glasshouse culture 
BT PROTECTEP CULTIVATI0N 
GYPSUM 
UF Calcium sulphate 
BT SOIL AMENDMENTS 
HAKURAN 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
PT BRASSICA NAPUS 
HARDENING 























RT HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 
POSTHARVEST SYSTEMS 
HEADING CABBAGE 
BT CABBAGE TYPES 
HEATING 






BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 











BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
RT HORMONES 























RT NUTRITIVE VALUE 
HYDROPONICS 
BT CROPPING SYSTENS 
INDIAN LETTUCE 
UF Lettuce (Indien) 
BT LETTUCES 
RT LACTUCA INDICA 
INSECTICIDES 
BT PESTICIDES 
NT BACTERIAL INSECTICIDES 
INTERCPOPPING 
SN The growing of two or 
more crops simultaneous]y 
in close proximity, as in 
alternate rows in the 
same field 
UF Interplantinq 
BT CROPPING SYSTENS 
IRRIGATED FARMING 





























BT FEED CRUCIFEPS 
GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE KALE 
RT BRASSICA OLERACEA ACEPHALA 
KIDNEY BEANS 

















BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 







UF kai lan tau 
BT STEM VEGETABLES 
PT BPASSICA OLERACEA 
GONGYLODES 
LEAF MUSTARD 
UF Chinese mustard 
Indian mustard 
Kai tsoi 
Mustard (Chinese or 
Indian) 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 





BT BULBOUS VEGETAPLES 
NT CHINESE LEEKS 
RT ALLIUM 
LEGUMES 







BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT INDIAN LETTUCE 
RT LACTUCA SATIVA 
LIGHTING 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 















LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 







BT TEXTUPAL SOIL TYPES 
LOESS SOILS 
BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
MALNUTRITION 
BT HUMAN NUTRITION 
MANURES 
BT FERTILIZERS 








BT REDUCED TILLAGE 
RT ZERO TILLAGE 
MIXED FARMING 











SN Pepeated growing of the 
saure crop on the saine lanc? 
11F Monocropping 
Sole cropping 










SN The growinq of two or 
more crops consecutivply 
on the saure field in the 
saure year 
UF Multicropping 
BT CROPPING SYSTENS 
MUNGBEANS 
UF Bean (mung) 
Golden gram 
Gram (golden or green) 
Green grau 
BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
RT VIGNA RADIATA 
MUTAGENS 




BT PESTICIDES NEMATICIDES 
BT PESTICIDES 























ET SOIL FERTILITY 
RT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS 
BT PLANT NUTRITION 
NT WATER REQUIREMENTS 
RT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
NUTRIENT TRANSPORT 
ET NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY 



































ET FPUIT VEGETABLES 
RT HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 
ONIONS 
BT BULBOUS VEGETABLES 
PT ALLIUM 
ORGANIC SOILS 
ET CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
PADDY SOILS 
BT ANTHROPOGENIC SOIL TYPES 
PART-TIME FARMING 
BT FARMING SYSTEMS 
NUTRITION E 
NT HUMAN NUTRITION PEANUTS 
NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY UF Groundnuts 
















E PLANT NURSERIES F 
BT PLANT PRODUCTION 
PERENNIAL 
SEASONS PLANT NUTRITION 
BT NUTRITION 
E 
NT NUTPIENT REQUIREMENTS 
PESTICIDE PERSISTENCE E 
UF Persistence (pesticide) 
RT PESTICIDE RESIDUES 
PESTICIDE SCREENING 
PLANT POPULATION DENSITY 




PESTICIDE SCREENING E 
BT EVALUATION 
RT PESTICIDE PERSISTENCE PLANT PRODUCTION F. 
UF Crop production 
BT PRODUCTION 
PESTICIDES E NT PLANT ESTABLISHMENT 
BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS PLANT NURSERIES 





















BT FERTILIZER APPLICATION 


























PLANT ESTABLISHMENT E 




UF Furopean potato 
Irish potato 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 






















BT CROPPING SYSTE:NS 
RAISED SEEDBEDS 
UF Cambered seedbeds 
BT SEEDBEDS 
RAPE 
BT FEED CRUCIFERS 
OIL CPOPS 
NT PAPE GPEENS 








RT YIELD TRIALS 
PROTECTED CULTIVATION 
BT CULTIVATION 
NT GREENHOUSE CULTURE 







RT WINGED BEANS 
PAPE GREENS 
BT GREEN VECETABLES 
RAPE 
CE RECYCLING 





BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE RADISH 
RT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
REDUCED TILLAGE 
BT TILLAGE 
NT MINIMUM TILLAGE 
ZERO TILLAGE 
RELAY CROPPING 
UF Re1ay planting 
BT CROPPING SYSTENS 
RESIDUAL FERTILIZER 
SN Fertilizer remaining in 
the soil following 









SN Screenina species, 
varieties or cultivars 





SN Soil zone of enhanced 
microbiological activity 
in vicinity of roots 




RICE-BASED CROPPING SYSTEMS 
















UF Crop rotation 













BT CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
SANDY SOILS 
BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
SCARIFICATION 






























BT TILLAGE SEED PELLETING E 
RT ROTARY HOES BT SEFD TREATMENT 
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SEED PRODUCTION 















UF Soil preparation 
BT CULTIVATION 
NT SEEDBEDS 
RT SOIL MANAGEMENT 
TILLAGE 
SEEDBEDS 
BT SEEDBED PREPARATION 









BT CABBAGE TYPES 
SEQUENTIAL CROPPING 
SN One crop follows another 
without fallowina 












BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
SILTY SOILS 
BT TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
SLOW-RELEASE FEPTILIZERS 
BT FERTILIZERS 
SMALL SCALE FARMING 
BT FARMING SYSTENS 
SOIL AMENPMENTS 





BT SOIL DENSITY 
SOIL CONDITIONERS 
BT SOII: AMENDMENTS 
SOIL CONSERVATION 




































SOIL ORGANIC MATTEP 
RT SOIL FERTILITY 
SOIL STRUCTURE 
SOIL PASTEURIZATION 
BT SOIL MANAGEMENT 












BT SOIL MANAGEMENT 










NT ANTHROPOGFNIC SCIL TYPES 
CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
LITHOLOGICAL SCIL TYPFS 
TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
SOILS 
NT SOIL TYPES 
RT SOIL REQUIREMENTS 
SOIL SCIENCES 
SOWING 
UF Planting (seed) 
Seedinq 
BT PLANTING 






UF Grain soybean 
BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
OIL CROPS 
NT VEGETABLE SOYBEAN 
RT GLYCINE MAX 
SPACING 
UF Row distance 
BT CULTIVATION 
RT PLANT POPULATICN DENSITY 
PLANTING 
SPINACHES 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 








SOIL TESTING E 
E BT EVALUATION SPRING 
RT SOIL FERTILITY BT SEASONS 
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SPRINKLER IRRIGATION 
UF Spray irrigation 
BT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
STEM VEGETABLES 





BT TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
STRATIFICATION 
SN Seed stratification 
BT SEED TREATMENT 
STRAW MULCHES 
BT MULCHES 
RT RICE STRAW 
SUBSISTENCE FARMING 






BT PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 
SWEET POTATO TIPS 
SN Sweet potato greens, 
including leaves, stems 
and petioles 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
SWEET POTATOES 
SWEET POTATOES 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
NT SWEET POTATO TIPS 
















BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 





RT SOIL TEXTURE 
THINNING 
BT CULTIVATION 



















BT FRUIT VEGETABLES 




















UF Drip irrigation 




BT CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
TURNIPS 
RT ROOT VEGETABLES 
RT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS RAPA 
UPLAND CROPPING 
SN Crops grown on 
unirrigated land without 
storage of water 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
URD 
UF Black gram 
Gram (black) 
BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
RT VIGNA MUNGO 



































BT LITHOLOGICAL SCIL TYPES 
VOLVARIELLA 
BT EDIBLE FUNGI 
WASTE DISPOSAL 








WATER CONSERVATION CE 
UREA BE BT RESOUPCE CONSERVATION 
BT NITROGEN FERTILIZERS WATEP MANAGEMENT 
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS RT WATER SUPPLY 
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WATER MANAGEMENT 







BT ENEPGY SOURCES 
WATER REQUIREMFNTS 
BT NUTRIENT REQUIPEMENTS 
RT WATER MANAGEMENT 
WATER SUPPLY 
WATER RESERVOIRS 
BT WATER STORAGE 
WATER SPTNACH 
UF Kana kon4 
Water convolvulus 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
RT IPOMOEA AQUATICA 
WATER STORAGE 
BT WATER SUPPLY 
NT WATER RESERVOIRS 
PT STORAGE 
WATEP SUPPLY 


























UF Mustard (white) 
BT FEED CRUCIFERS 
GREEN VEGETABLES 
OIL CROPS 
RT SINAPIS ALBA 
WIND POWER 
BT ENERGY SOURCES 
WINDBREAKS 



















SN Restrict to species of 
Dioscorea 

















BT GRAIN LEGUMES 








BT REDUCED TILLAGE 









































NT CEREAL BYPRODUCTS 
CANALS 
BT INLAND WATFRWAYS 
CANNED PRODUCTS 





























UF Chemical composition 
Food composition 









CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE STORAGE F 












BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
PROCESSING 
RT COOLING EQUIPMENT 
COTTAGE INDUSTRY 
UF Home industry 
BT INDUSTRY 
CRUDE FIBRE 























UF Grain drving 
BT PROCESSING 









BT OIL PRODUCTS 
NT SALAD OILS 













UF Solvent extraction 
BT PROCESSING 
FATS 
NT VEGETABLE FATS 





RT FERMENTED PRODUCTS 
FERMENTED PRODUCTS 


































PT FROZEN PRODUCTS 
FRESH PPODUCTS 
BT PRODUCT CROUPS 
FROZEN PRODUCTS 







BT GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
STORAGE 






BT FERMENTED PPODUCTS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
HANDLING 
RT HANDLING LOSSES 
TRANSPORT 
HEATING 


































SN A Korean staple made from 
fermented spiced Chinese 
cabbage 
BT FERMFNTED PRODUCTS 
KINAKO 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
LEGUME PRODUCTS 
BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 




BT ANIMAL PRODUCTS 
FOODS 
MEAT SUBSTITUTES 
UF Meat analogues 
Meat extenders 
BT FOODS 












PT MILLING EQUIPMENT 
MISO 
BT FERMENTED PPODUCTS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
NATTO 




















NT EDIBLE OILS 
























RT PESTICIDE PERSISTENCE 
PESTICIDES 
PICKLED PRODUCTS 
BT PRODUCT GROUPS 
PLANT RESIDUES 
UF Crop residues 
BT RESIDUES 
POLLEN STORAGE 
BT GERMPLASM STORAGE 
PRESERVATION 












































RT OILS INDUSTRY 
PROCESSING 
PRODUCT CROUPS 



























UF Food quality 









RT STRAW MULCHES 
RIVERS 


















UF Hermetic storaqe 
BT STORAGE 
RT VACUUM PACKING 
SEED CERTIFICATION 
BT SEED INDUSTPY 




BT SEEL) INDUSTRY 
SEED INDUSTRY 
BT INDUSTRY 




PT SEED CROPS 
SEED PRODUCTION 
BT PLANT PRODUCTION 
SEED INDUSTRY 
SEED PURIFICATION 
BT SEED INDUSTRY 




BT GERMPLASM STORAGE 












SALTED PRODUCTS F 




UF Chou tofu 
Stinking tofu 




BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
SOY MILK 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
SOY MILK POWDER 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
SOY SAUCE 
UF Soja sauce 
Soya sauce 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
SOYBEAN MEAL 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
SOYBEAN OIL 
BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
VECETABLE OILS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 

























UF' Bean sprouts 
BT LECIIME PRODICIS 
RT SEEDLINGS 
STAPCH NOODLES 
BT STARCH PPODUCTS 
STARCH PRODUCTS 
BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 



























BT CEREAL BYPRODUCTS 












BT FERMENTED PRODUCTS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
TEMPEH 
BT FERMENTED PRODUCTS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
TEXTURED PROTEINS 




RT TEXTURED PROTEINS 
TOFU 
UF Soymilk curd 
BT SOYBEAN PPODUCTS 
RT SOY CHEESES 
TRANSPORT 






























BT VEGETABLE PPOCUCTS 
NT SOYBEAN OIL 
RT EDIBLE OILS 
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
UF Plant products 
BT PRODUCTS 















BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
ADMINISTRATION 









RT AGRICULTURAL POLICIES 
AGRICULTURAL FINANCE 














RT AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
TRADE POLICIES 
G BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
UF Business administration 
BT ADMINISTRATION 
NT FARM MANAGEMENT 
pT BUSINESS ORGANIZATInNS 
PROFIT MAXIMIZATION 
G 


























SN Asian Veqetable Research 
and Development Center 






BASIC NEEDS G 
RT DEVELOPMENT 
BREEDERS RIGHTS G 
BT LEGAL ASPECTS 








RT PRODUCTION FACTGRS 
CAPITAL BUDGETING 































SN Factors limiting economic 












COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
BT ECONOMICS 
COSTS 











RT CROP INSURANCE 
INJURIOUS FACTORS 
DEMAND 














UF Economic development 















































NT ECONOMETRIC MODELS 
PT STATISTICS 
ECONOMICS 
UF Economic analysis 




ECONOMIES OF SCALE 





RT EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 
ELECTRIFICATION 






BT INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
RT TRADE BALANCE 
EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 














SN Food and Agriculture 
Oraanization of the 
United Nations 










UF Food and Fertilizer 
Technoloay Center 
(Taiwan) 





BT PUBLIC HEALTH 
FOOD TABOOS 























SN International Institute 
of Tropical Agriculture 
BT AGPICULTUPAL FESEARCH 
CENTRES 
G 
GREENHOUSE CONDITIONS G 
BT CONDITIONS 
HANDLING LOSSES 
BT POSTHARVEST LOSSES 
RT HANDLING 
HEALTH G 
SN Restricted to human health 
NT PUBLIC HEALTH 
RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
HYGIENE 
UF Sanitation 
RT PUBLIC HEALTH 
IBPGR 
SN International Board for 
Plant Genetic Resources 
(Italy) 
BT AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTRES 
ICARDA 
SN International Centre for 
Agricultural Research in 
Dry Areas (Syria) 
BT AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTRES 
ICRISAT 
SN International Centre for 
Research in the 
Tropics (Hyderabad) 







UF Crop stealing 
BT LEGAL ASPECTS 
IMPORTS 
BT INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
RT TRADE BALANCE 
INCOME 















RT DOMESTIC TRADE 
INVESTMENT 
NT FOPEIGN INVESTMENT 
PUBLIC INVESTMENT 











SN International Pice 
Research Institute 






BT PRODUCTION FACTORS 
RT EMPLOYMENT 
LAND 
BT PRODUCTION FACTORS 












BT AGRICULTURAL CREDIT 
RT INTEREST RATES 
LOSSES 
BT PROFITABILITY 
NT CROP LOSSES 
POSTHARVEST LOSSES 
RT PROFIT 











SN Economic analysis of the 
behaviour of the economy 
as a whole, usually at 














































BT AGPICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
RT TRACTORS 
MICPOECONOMICS 
SN Economic analysis of the 
behaviour of individuals, 
consumers and firms 
BT ECONOMICS 






SN National Vegetables 
Research Station (UK) 




























SN Of AVPDC 





BT LEGAL ASPECTS 
PT GERMPLASM EXCHANGES 
PLANNING 
















RT RISK AND UNCERTAINTY 
PRICES 
























NT PRODUCTION FACTORS 
PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 










UF Cobb-Douqlas function 
BT PRODUCTION ECONOMICS 
PRODUCTIVITY 






























BT TRADE BARBIERS 
RELIGIOUS ASPECTS 
NT FOOD TABOOS 
SUPERSTITIONS 
RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
BT DEVELOPMENT 






















NT LOSSES RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION G 
PROFIT BT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
RT PRODUCTIVITY RT RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
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SEARCA 
SN Southeast Asian Reaional 
Center for Graduate Study 
and Research in 
Agriculture 






UF Socioeconomic aspects 








BT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
STORAGE LOSSES 
BT POSTHARVEST LOSSES 
RT STORAGE 
SUPERSTITIONS 
BT RELIGIOUS ASPECTS 
SUPPLY 
BT MARKETING 






























UF Balance of trade 







PT TRADE POLICIES 
TRADE POLICIES 
BT POLICIES 














G SURPLUSES G UNITED NATIONS 
UF Excess supply BT ORGANIZATIONS 




RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
YIELDS 
UF Crop yields 






SN International Information 
System for the 
Agricultural Sciences and 
Technoloqy 






BT TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
BUILDINGS 








BT TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
BT RESEARCH 














BT COOLING FQUIPMENT 
STOPAGE EQUIPPENT 
COOLING EQUIPMENT 




UF Tillage equipment 











BT INFORMATION SCIENCE 
NT GERMPLASM DOCUMENTATION 
DRAUGHT EQUIPMENT 
UF Draft equipment 
BT PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 
DRILLS 













































BT CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT 
RT HARROWING 
HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 


















BT CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT 
NT ROTARY HOES 
PT HOEING 
HYDRAULIC PPESSES 








RT INFORMATION SCIENCE 
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT 








































BT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 




RT ZERO TILLAGE 
PLANTERS 
































NT CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT 
DRAUGHT EQUIPMENT 
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT 






BT IRRIGATION FQUIPMENT 
RESEARCH 
SN Use only for documents 
about research in the 
abstract, and not for the 
results of applied 
research 
NT COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
DATA COLLECTION 
RESEARCH NEEDS 





















BT STORAGE STRUCTURES 
SPRAYERS 
BT IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT 
RT SPRAYING 
STATISTICS 
NT PRODUCTION STATISTICS 










BT DATA COLLECTION 
TECHNOLOGY 



























BT TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
TVIS 
SN Tropical Vegetable 
Information Service at 
AVRDC covering,initially, 
Chinese cabbage, 
mungbeans and soybeans 
RI INFORMATION SERVICES 
VARIETAL COMPARISONS 
UF Comparisons (aTrong 
cultivars or varieties) 
Differences (arrong 
cultivars or varieties) 
Varietal differences 































































































































































TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
WEST INDIES ASSOCIATED 
STATES 



















I BRAZIL I CHAD 
BT SOUTH AMERICA BT AFRICA 
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CHILE 
BT SOUTH AMERICA 
CHINA 
UF Mainland China 
People's Republic of China 
BT ASIA 
COLOMBIA 
BT SOUTH AMERICA 
CONGO 




























































































































































I IRIAN JAYA I LIBERIA 















































NOPTH KOREA I 






















BT CENTRAL AMERICA 






BT SOUTH AMERICA 
I 
NETHERLANDS I 
UF Holland PERD 1 
BT EUROPE BT SOUTH AMERICA 
134 
PHILIPPINES I SOUTH AMERICA I 
BT ASIA BT AMERICA 
PT ASEAN NT ARGENTINA 
BOLIVIA 
BRAZIL 
PUERTO RICO I CHILE 
BT CARIBBEAN COLOMBIA 
ECUADOR 
FRENCH GUIANA 
RWANDA I GUYANA 
BT AFRICA PARAGUAY 
PEPU 
SURINAM 
SAMOA I URUGUAY 
BT OCEANIA VENEZUELA 
SAUDI ARABIA I SOUTH KOPEA I 
BT ASIA UF Korea Republic 
BT ASIA 
SCANDINAVIA I 
BT EUROPE SPAIN I 
BT EUROPE 
SENEGAL I 













RT ASEAN SURINAM I 
UF Dutch Guyana 















UF China (Taiwan) 
BT ASIA 
I USSR 
UF Soviet Union 


























NT GREAT BRITAIN 
URUGUAY 
BT SOUTH AMERICA 
USA 
UF United States of America 













































UF Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
BT AUXINS 
ABA 
UF Abscisic acid 
BT GROWTH INHIBITORS 
RT ABSCISSION 
Abelmoschus esculentus 
USE HIBISCUS ESCULFNTUS 





























BT CHEMICOPHYSICAI PHOPERTIES 















USE INORGANIC ACIDS 
ABUTILON MOSAIC VIRUS D 
BT VIROSES Acid (organic) 
USF OPGAIrIC ACIDSS 
Abyssinian rnustard 
USE E'THlOPIAN MUSTARD 
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ACID BASE E;»lILIRRIUN B ADAPTAT10NN 
BT PH SN Pt;ysioloaicEl) adaptation 
UF Acclimatization 
PT PHYSIOLDGY 
ACID PHUsPH? TASE rB 
BT HYDROLASES 
ADDITIVES 
NT FOOD AI)DIUIVES 
ACID SOILS E RT COMPOSITION 
BT CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES PPOCESSING 































À DP INISTRA'1 ION 
NT BUSINESS F T 
PUBLIC Ar-l'7r 
Ri PLA!' NIWG 
ADZUKI BEANS 





BT GRAIN LEGU'IES 
pi VIGNA ANGULARIS 
ADZUKIBFAN MOSAIC VIRUS 




ACUARIA D AERIAL APPLICATIOr 





USE ETIUILJGY ACALI,1A 
81 HOMOPTEPA 
AFRICA 1 
NT AL,GERIA AGARICUS 
ANGOLA EST EDIHLE-: F'U1,G1 
BENIN 
BOTSWANA 
BOURKINA FASSO AGAVACEAE 
BURUNDI BT PLANTS 
CAMEROON NT AGAVE 
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
CHAD 
CONGO AGAVE 




GABON BT AGITiG 
GAMBIA FI LONGEVITY 
GHANA 
GUINEA 
IVOFY COAST AGING 
KENYA UF Sernescence 
LESOTf4O RT PHYSIOLOGY 












SENEGAI, HORMONE SPRAYS 
SEYCHELLES MUTAGENS 
SIERRA LFONE PESTICIDES 
SOMALIA SOIL FUMIGANTS 
SOUTH AFRICA RT CHEMICAL APPLICATION 
SUDAN DRUGS 
SWAZILAND INORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
TANZANIA ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
TOGO PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES 
TUNISIA 
UGANDA 
ZAIRE AGRICULTURAL CREDIT 
ZAMBIA RT AGRICULTUPAL FINANCE 





RT AGFICuuLTURAI. POLICIFS 
G AGRIS 
5h International intorratior, 
for the 
Agricultural sciences arc 
Technoloay 
R7' INF'OPMATIO'3 SFPVTCE'S 
AGRICULTUPAL ENGINElRIN H 
BT ENGINEERING 
AGRICULTURAL FINANCE. 
NT AGRICULTURAL CREDIT 
CAPITAL AUDGETING 
G 
AGRICULTURAL LIME E 
BT SOIL AMENDMENTS 
AGRICULTURAL, POLICIES 
BT POLICIES 
RT AGRICULTIIPAL DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT POLICI ES 
TRADE POLICIES 
G 
















































NT HARD SEEDEDNESS 
MOPPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
PLANT WEATHERING 




SN Studv of aPplied phases 
of cron production and 
soif management 
BT 







NT AGROTIS IPSILON 
AGROTIS IPSILON 
UF Black cutworm 
BT AGROTIS 
AId (development) 






BT AMINO ACIUS 
ALBUGO 










FT PYDPOXY CV! PGL'NCS 
ALf)F.HYPF S 
BT OPGANIC Cf)MPOVf 1 S 






























SN Harmful effects of one 
plant upon another 















CENTRAI.. M FPICA 
NCJLIH AMFFICA 
SOIITH AkF.F TCA 
ALLUVIAL SOILS 





Alternaria leaf spot 








UF Chinese spinach 
Spinach (Chinese) 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 


















































BT INORGANIC CUMPGUNDS 
AMMONIUM COMPOUI`DS 
BT ORGANIC COMPfUNCS 
AMV 













USE PLANT ANATOMY 
ANCESTOR SPECIES 
UF Progenitor snecies 
Wi]d ancestors 
BT SPECIES 





































Ni AQUATIC ANI"AI S 
RIPr)S 













ANIMAL DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES B 
BT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES ANOMALA 
NT LARVAE BT COLEOPTEPA 
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ANTAGON1Sh'. 
BT BIOLOGICAL COMPETITION 
RT ALI..ELOPATHY 
D ANTITPANSPlPAf,.'TS 




























ANTHROPOGENIC SOIL TYPES EE 
UF Manmade soils 
BT SEUL TYPES APHIDS 
NT PADDY SOILS UF Aphididae 
BT HOMOPTEFA 
NT APHIS 
ANTICARSIA 1) RREVICORYNE 




BT IMMUNITY MYZUS 
NEOTOXOPTEPA 
ANTIMETABOLITES B RHnPALOSIPHUI." 
UF Metabolic inhibitors 
BT PLANT GR04TH SUBSTANCES 
NT BROMACIL APHIS 
DNOC BT APHIDS 
RT CYTOKININS NT APHIS CRACCIVOPA 
METABOLISM 
APHIS CRACCIVORA 
ANTIMICROBIALS D AT APHIS 
BT DRUGS 




SN The inhibition of lateral 
buds or meristen's hy the 
apical meristem 










































USE PLANT MOPPHOLCCY 
Architecture (plant) 
USE PLANT MOPPHt?LCCY 
ARGEiJTTNA 
Pi SOUTH AMEF TCA 
APGININE 














ARABINOSE B ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 





USE V1TAMIN C 
ASEAN 






















































BT AMINin ACIUS 
ASPARAGUS 




USE YARD-LONG BEANS 
Asparagus pea 
USE WINGED BEANS 
ASPARTIC ACIr) 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
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ASPERGILLUS L; AUX INS 

















BT NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY 
NT NET ASSIMILATION RATE 
RT METABOLISM 
ATHALIA 






NT SEX ATTRACTANTS 

















Ste Asian Vegetable Research 
and Development Center 




AXILLARY BUD CUL,TUPE 
BT TISSUE CULTURE 
RT BUDS 
AzMV 







USE ADZUKI BEANS 
Azukia anaularis 




























ST M1CFOOPGAI I t,` 
tNT ACTINORACIIIL'i 
ACTINOMYCFTALF5 




















NT BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS 
BACILLUS SEED DECAY 








SN Crossing a hybrid with 
one of its parents 
BT CROSSBREEDING 
NT CYTOSTERILITY BACKCROSSES 







Hacterial crinkle lPaf spot 














NT BACILLUS THURINCIFNSIS 
BACTERIAL PUSTULE 










Bacterial tan spot (of soybean) 
USE BACTERIAL, DISEASFS + 
SPOTS + COPYNEBACTERIUM 
Bacterial wilt 
USE BACTEPIAL DISEASES + WILTS 
BACTERIAL WILT 






USE BACTERIAL DISEASES 
BAGRADA 













BAKING CHARACTERISTICS B 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Balance of trade 




















USE IPOW-OFA RATATAS 
BCMV 
USE BEAN COMMON MOSAIC VIRUS 
Bean (adzuki) 
USE ADZUKI BEANS 
Bean (asparagus) 
USE YARD-LONG BEANS 
Bean (azuki) 







USE FARA BEANS 
Bean (buste) 
USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Bean (butter) 
USE PHASEOLUS LUNATUS 
Bean (faba or fava) 
USE FABA BEANS 
Bean (field) 
USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Bean (four-angled) 
USE WINGED BEANS 
Bean (french) 
USE KIDNFY BEA"aS 
Bean (Goa) 
USE WINGED BEANS 
Bean (green) 
USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Bean (haricot) 






USE PHASEOLUS LUNATUS 
Bean (moth) 




USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Bean (pole) 
USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Pean (rice) 
IISE VIGNNA UWBE'I LA.TA 
Bean (scarlet runr,er) 
USE PHASSEOLUS COCCINFUS 
Rear) (sieva) 
USE PHASEOI US LUNAIUS 
Bean (snake) 
USE YARD-LONG BEANS 
Bean (snap or string) 




USF. FABA BEANS 
Rean (wingeo) 




USE YARD-LON:G BEANS 
BEAN COMMON MOSAIC VIFUS 
UF BCMV 
AT VIRUSES 
RT MUNGBEAN: MOSAIC VIPTIS 
BFAN CRUiiPLING VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 
BEAN GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
BEAN POD MOTTLE VIRUS 
UF BPMV 
BT VIRUSES 
BEAN HUGOSE MOSAIC VIRUS 
Bean (red) BT VIRUSES 












USE SPODOPTERA EXIG1JA 
BEET CURLY TOP VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 

















UF Hairy gourd 
Wax gourd 
BT CUCURBITACEAF 

































NT NATUPAL DISTRIPUTIO?,! 
PLANT INTRODUCTION 














BT CONTROI, ME7 HODS 
NT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
(1RGAN ISMS 
MASS REARING 
STERILF INSECT RELEASE 
D 
BIOLOGICAL CONTROL ORGANISMS D 
BT BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
NT ENTOMOGENOUS FUNGI 














































UF Vitamin H 
BT VITAMINS 
Bird chillies 
USE CAPSICUr4 E'PUTESCFlI S 
RIRDS 
BT ANINALS 
PT NOXIOUS BIPDS 
POULTRY 
Black cutworm 




(IF Mustarà (black) 
BT OIL CROPS 
RT BRASSICA NIGRA 
Black root rot (soybean) 
USE ROOT ROTS 
BLACKEYE COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 





BLACKGRAM MOSAIC VIRUS C) 
BT VIPUSES 








NT BACTEKIAL BLIGHT 
LEAF BLIGHT 













BT SOUTH AMEPICA 
BOLTING 
SN Premature, early or rapid 
flower stalk growth and 
develooment 
BT FLOWER INDUCTION 
RT BOLTING RESISTANCE 
BOLTING RESISTANCE 
UF Slow bolting 










UF Plant bioloay 
AT BIOLO(:Y 












UF Upper Volta 
BT AFRICA 
BPMV 
















BT PLANT DEVELOPME=vTAL STAGES 
RT APICAL DOMINANCE 
STEMS 
BRASSICA CAMPESTPIS JAPtJNTCA, 
UF Brassica caipestris 
nipposinica 
BT BRASSICA CAi PE.STRIS 
BRASSICA 
BT CRUCTFERAE 

























BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS RAPA 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
TRILOCULARIS 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS CAMPESTRIS A 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
BRASSICA CANPESTRIS CHINENSIS A 
UF Brassica chinensis 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
RT CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
CHINESE WHITE CABBAGE. 
BPASSICA CANPESTRIS vAPINnSt 
BT BRASSICA CAb'PESIPIS 
Brassica campestris nipposinica 
USE BRASSICA CAN'PFSTPIS 
JAPONICA 
A 
BRASSICA CAMPESTPIS CLEIFERA 
UF Turnip rape 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
BPASSICA CAMPESTPIS 
PAPACHIFiF SI S 
UF Brassica parachinensis 
BT BRASSICA CAMPF'SIPIS 
RT CHINESE FLUMF'',Jt_G CA0'F<4 -cF 
BRASSICA CAMPESTPIS FEK SI S 
UF Brassica pekinensis 
BT BRASSICA CA!aPE STPI S 
RT CHINESE C1 I'CE: 
BRASSICA CANPESTRIS PAPA 
UF brassica can,r)estris 
rapifera 
Brassica capa 
BT BRASSICA CA,.'PESTRIS 
PT TURNTPS 
A 
Brassica can}pestris rapifera 
USE BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS PAPA 
BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS TRILOCULATIS 
UF Sarson 
BT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
BRASSICA CARINATA 
BT BPASSICA 













NT BRASSICA NAPUS BIENNIS 
BRASSICA NAPUS 
NAPOBRASSICA 
BRASSICA NAPUS OLEIFERA 
RT HAKURAN 
RAPE 
BRASSICA NAPUS BIENNIS 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA WAPTIS NAPOBRASSICA 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA NAPUS OLEIFERA 
BT BRASSICA NAPUS 
BRASSICA NIGRA 
BT BRASSICA 
RT BLACK MUSTARD 
BRASSICA OLEPACEA 
BT BRASSICA 
NT BRASSICA OLERACEA ACEPHALA 
BRASSICA OLERACEA 
ALBOGLABPA 
BRASSICA OLERACEA BOTRYTIS 














UF Brassica alhoolahra 
RT BRASSICA OLFRACEA 
kT CHTNFSE KALF_ 
PPASSICP, OLERACCA Prlry)J 
B`i BRASSICA OLEPPCEA 
RT CAULIFLOWERS 
BRASSICA OLERACEA CAPITATA 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
PT COMMON CABBAGF 
BRASSICA OLERACEA GEMNIFFPA 
BT BRASSICA OLEPACEA 
PT BRUSSELS SPROUTS 
BRASSICA OLERACEA GONGYLClDE.S 
BT BRASSICA OLFRACFA 
RT KOHLPARI 
BRASSICA OLEPACEA ITALICA 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
PT BRnCCn1;T 
Brassica parachinensis 
USE BPASSICA CUMPESTPIS 
PARACHJNFTSIS 
Brassica pekinensis 
USE BRASSICA CAT«PFSTRIS 
PEK.INENSJS 
Brassica rapa 
USE BRASSICA CAP PESTPIS PAI>T. 
BRAZIL 
BT SOUTH AMERICA 
BRAZILIAN BUD BLIGHT 
BT VIRAL DISEASES 
RT TOBACCO STREAK VIRUS 
BRASSICA OLERACEA ACEPHALA A 
BT BRASSICA OLERACEA BREEDERS RIGHTS 
RT KALES BT LFGAL ASPECTS 








UF Breeding objectives 
BT PLANT RREEDING 




PLANT TYPE IMPROVEMENT 








BT PLANT BREEDING 
NT HYF3RIu BREAKDOWN 
POLLE`J INCOMPATIBILITY 
SELF' INCOMPATIRILITY 
RT INTERSPECIFIC STFRILTTY 
ISOLATION TECHNIQUE 
BREEDING LINES 
NT IN-BREL LINES 
PURE LINES 
RT PLANT BREEDING 
Breeding objectives 






USE FABA BEANS 








BROAD BEAN TRUF *'i)SAIC VIRUS 
BT V1PUISES 
PROAD PFAN MMTLT VIPPS 
B'T VIRUSrS 
BPOADCASTIrJG 
BT APPLICATION METHOVS 
BROCCOL1 
UF Sproutina broccoli 
BT GRFEN VEGF:TAf3LES 
RT BPASSICA PLFRACFA ITAL1CI 
RRC!MMACIL 







UF Septoria leaf spot 
(soybean) 
RT FUNGAL DISEASFS 
SPOTS 
RT SEPTORIA 
BROWN STEM ROT 
UF Phialophora stem rot 






F RRUSSELS SPROUTS 
BROAD BEAN STAIN VIRUS D BT GPEEN VEGETABLES 




USE BLACKGPP" STERTLTTY 
MOSAIC VIRUS 
BUD BLIGHT 
BT VIRAL DISEASFS 
RT TUBACCO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
BUD POLLINATION 
SN Younq pistils 
sef-fertilized with 
mature pollen 
BT SELF POLLINATION 
BUDDING 
SN The union of two 
different plants by 
insertinq the bud of one 
into the stem of the other 
BT GRAFTING 
BUDS 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
PROPAGATION MATERIALS 



























USE KIPNEY HEANS 
Business administration 
USE BUSINESS MAtJAGFTNF;T,T 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
UF Business administration 
BT ADMINISTRATIOJ;Î 
N7 FAPM MANAGEMENT 













USE BEAN YELLUw MCSAIC VIRUS 
BYPRODUCTS 
El PRODIJCTS 
NT CEPEAL BYPRODUCTS 
CA storaae 
USE CONTROLLED ATMCSPHERE 
STORAGE 
Cabbage (Chinese flat) 
USE CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
Cabbage (Chinese white) 





USE CHINESE CAHBAGF 
1 b 0 
Cabbaqe (common) 
USF CUMMON CABPAGE 
Cabbage (Shanghai white) 
USE CHINESE WHITF CABBAGF 
CAJANUS 
BT LEGUUPIN(îSAE 
NT CAJANTIS CAJ)' 
Cabbage flea beetle 















BT GRFEN VEGETABLES 
NT CARBAGE TYPES 
CHINESE CABBAGF 
CHINESE FLAT CABBAGE 
CHINESE FLOWERING CARBAGE 











BT GRAIN LEGUMES 





BT CHEMICAL SO1L TYPES 



































B CANN r 1N CI 
PT PACbAGIhG 
RT CAN?-FD PRCIDUCI S 
Cambered seedbeds 
USF NAISEL SFEDFEDS CANOPY 
Sia Cover of ]eaves and 
branches formed hy tops 
CAMBIUM 







PT PLANT ATATOMY 
PT CANOPY SHAPF 
CANOPY SHAPE 









Bi AGPICULTUFAL FINI CE 
CANADA I PT INVESTMENT 
BT NORTH AF7FPICA 
CAPSICUM 
CANALS F BT SOLONACEAE 
BT INLANL' WATERWAYS NT CAPSICUM AUNUUM 
CAPSICUM FPP!TESCENNS 
CANAVALIA A 




BT FUNGAL UISEASES 
SYMPTOMS 















UF Bird chillies 
BT CAPSICUM 
CARBOHYDRATES 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT POLYSACCHARIDES 
SUGARS 
RT NUTRIENT CONTENT 
CAPBON 
















TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
WEST INDIES ASSOCIATED 
STATES 
CARNITINE 









BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
RT DAUCUS CAPOTA 
CARTS 
BT TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
CASSAVA 



















UF Ye tsol fa 
SI' VEGETAE3LE CROFS 














BT GREEN VEGETABLES 




USE CHINESE CARBAGE 
E 
Ceil culture 













CELL MEMPRANE PHYSIOLOGY 
BT PHYSIOLOÇY 





BT CELL STPIICTURE 
NT PLASMALEM«MA 
TrJNnPLAST 
RT CELL MFMBRANF PHYSJOLOGY 
CELL STRUCTURE 
NT CELL 1-'E'MBRANES 








BT CELL STPIJCTUPE 
RT CELL MEMBRANE PHYSIOLOGY 
CELLS 
NT TRACHEIDS 

















RT GRAVINF AF 













CENTRES OF DIVEFSITY 
BT 
RT CENTRES CE' 
CENTRES OF OPIGIN 
BT EVOLUTIOt 
RT BIOGEOGPAPHY 







NT CERCOSPORA CANESCFNS 
CERCOSPORA )IKUCHJJ 
CERCOSPORA SOJINA 









CERCOSPOPA LEAF SPOT 
UF Cercospora leaf spot and 
blight 
CLS 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
LEAF SPOTS 
RT CERCOSPORA 
Cercospora leaf spot and blight 
USE CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 
CERCOSPURA SOJINA 
BT CERCOSPUPA 





BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
CEREALS 
SN Grasses arown for their 
grain 




















RT AGRICULTUFAL ESEAPCH 
CE1"TRES 
CGR 













NT AGRONOMIC CHARACTEPS 
QUALITATIVE C}+AFACTFPS 
OUANTITATIVF CHAFACTF PS 
STOPAGE TRAMS 
RT ACOUIRED CHARACTEPS 
Characters (acauired) 
USE ACOUIRED CHARACTERS 
Characters (agronomic) 
USE AGRONOMIC CHAPACTERS 
Characters (horticultural) 













BT CHEMICAL CONTROL 






SN Use of chemicals to 
control pests and weeds 
BT CONTRUL METHODS 




USE CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIES 
CHEMICAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 
NT ACID SOILS 
ALKALINE SOILS 
CALCARE(JUS SOILS 





































RT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 


















INDICATUR POST PLANTS 
AD CHJNA 
UF Mainland China 





INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
AD China (Taiwan) 
USE TAIWAN 
CHINESE CABBAGE 










RT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
PEKINENSIS 
CHINESE CABBAGE CULTIVARS r 
CHICKPEAS 







BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
RT CICER APIETINUM 
CHILE 
BT SO1JTH AMERICA 











UF Kun tsoi 
HT CELERY 
CHINESE CHIVES 
UF Chives (Ct:inese) 
PT CHIVES 
CH114ESE FLAT CARNAGE 
SN var. rosularis 
UF Cabbage (Chinese flat) 
Tai ko tsoi 
BT CABKAGFS 
PT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
CHINENSIS 
CHINESE FLOWEPING CABBAGE 
BT CABBAGES 




F UF Chimaeras CHINESE GARLIC 
Somatic mutations UF Garlic (Chinese) 
BT PLANT TYPES BT GARLIC 
RT MUTANTS 
1 b 1 
CHINFSE KALE 
UF Kai Jan tsoi 
BT KALES 





USE LEAF MUSTARI) 
CHINESE RADISH 
UF Radish (Chinese) 
BT RADISHES 




CHINESE WHITE CABBIIGE 
UF Cabbaqe (Chinese white) 




Shanghai pak tsoi 
Shanghai white cabbaqe 
Tsina pak tsoi 
White cabbage (Chinese or 
Shanghai) 
BT CABRAGES 





BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE CHIVES 
RT ALLIIIM 
Chives (chinese) 






















RT LEAF PLIGH7 
Chou tofu 
USE SOY CHEFSE S 
CHROMOSOME MA1'IPULATTCN 











NT CHROMOSOME NUMEER 























BT ORGANIC ACIDS 
CITRULI.1NE 






BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 













Si; The condition of hava n'j 
flowers which never oren 
and are self-Tollinater 
BT SFI F Pf LLI!iA.IlrL 
CLIMATS 
AT ENVIRUNMENTAL CUNDITIn' S 
NT MOUNTAIT` CLIMATE 
TEMPERATF CLIfr1TE 
TROPICAL CLIMATS 
RT CLIMATIC REQUIFEMFNTS 
PRECIPITATTON 
CLIMATIC REÇUIPFMENTS 
BT CULTIVAI TON 
RT CLIMATF 
Fi4VIRONi Ep TAL CU1' TRnT, 
CLIMATTC SOIT, TYPES 
BT SCIL TYPES 
NT TROPICAL SOI1,S 
CLONES 
SN Oraanisrrs of identical 
genetic constitution 
BT PLANT TYPF S 
PT CLONING 
PURE I,I vFS 
CLONTNG 




USE CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 
CLUBROOT 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
RT PLASMODIOPHORA 
C M v 

































































PT FARMING SYSTF?'S 
COLLENCHYNA 










BT OPTICAL PPfPEPTIES 
Combine harvesters 
USE HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 
COMBINING ABILITY 
BT PLANT BREEDING 
NT GENERAL COMBININC ABILITY 
SPECIFIC COMBINING ABILITY 
COMMON CABBAGE 
UF Cabhaqe (common) 
BT CABBAGES 




BT BFEEDING AIMS 
RT HEAD FORMATION 
COMPARATIVE S'TUDIFS 
BT RESEARCH 
NT VAPIETAL COMPARISONS 
Comparisons (amonq cultivars or 
varieties) 



















UF Chemical composition 
Food comoositicn 
NT ASH CONTFi'1 
CPU[OE FIf FF 
f)PY MA'rTEF 






















NT EP'FRGY CONSERVATION 
RESOUFCF CONSFPVATIn?-, 




SN Factors limitinq economic 








CONSUMPT I ON 






CONTINUOJS CROPPING E 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
CONTOUR CULTIVATTON E 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
CONTRACT F'AP' ING E 
BT FARMIUG SYSTErJS 
CONTROI: METHODS 
BT CUNTPOT, (IF 1NJURIOUS 
FACTORS 






CONTROL OF INJURTUUS FACTORS T; 
BT PLANT PROTECTION 





RT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE STORAGE F 































































RT TARGET SPOT 
COST BENF,FI'I ANALYSIS 
BT ECONO13ICS 
COSTA RICA 
BT CENTRAL AMERICA 
COSTS 


























UF Cover plants 
RT CPOPS 
Cover plants 
USE COVEP CPOPS 
COWPEA APHIÜ-brFWF' NGSAIC VII t 
BT VIRUSFS 
COWPEA CHLOPf1TIC NCIT7LE VIRUS 
UF CCMV 
BT VIRUSES 
COWPEA MILD MOTTLF VIFUS 
RT VIPUSES 
COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 










BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLF LEGUYFS 









BT AN 1,d0 ACIDS 
CREATININE 










CROP GROWTH RATE 
UF CGP 








RT CROP INSURANCE 
INJURIOUS FACTORS 
Crop production 
USE PLANT PRODUCTION 
Crop protection 
USE PLANT PROTECTION 
Crop residues 











USE ROTATIONAI Ch('F F'Ir>G 
Crop stealina 




USE CPOPPING SYSTEmS 
CROPPING SYSTE'S 
UF Cropping patterns 
Cultivation systens 
BT CULTIVATION 
KT CONTINUOUS CRCPI: INC 
CONTOUR CULTTVATIUN 
















PT FARMING SYSTEI'S 
CROPS 













RT CPnSSBREF.Uir G 
c 
















































CUCi1MHEH NnSAIC V]Pt'S 




NT CUCUMIS MELU 
CUCUMIS SATIVUS 


































UF Cultivated varieties 
BT VAPIFTIES 
NT AVRDC CULTIVARS 
CHIiJESF CAHHAGE CIITTIVAFS 
MUNGHEA'NN CULTIVARS 
SOYBFAN CULTIVARS 







UF Crop hushandry 
Cultural practices 

































CULTIVATIGi EQI JP E t 
UF Tillage ecuirr;ert 
PT PRODUCTI(.h F-OU1Fti'ENT 
NT HAPP[)v,S 
HPES 




USF CRnPPING SYSTFNS 
CULTURAL CONTROL 
SN Control of pests or 
diseases through 
cultivation technioues or 





USE GFOWIf;C t FLIA 
CUNINUM 




















CYT(KIN IN S 
OF Phytokinirs 


























BT AMINO ACIDS 
CYSTINE 

























PT Ir HEPITAt' CF 
CYTOPLASMIC MALF STFPILITY 
PT YALF STEPILITY 
PT CYTOSTEPILITY PACKCPOSSF 
HYHPJE PR(.jDUCa ICjrd 
CYTOPLASMIC OPGAt4ELI FS 
BT CELI, STRUCTURE 





BT PYPIMIDINE: BASES 
CYTOSTERILITY BACI'CRCSSES 
BT BACKCPOSSING 
RT CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERII,ITY 
DACTULIOPHORA 
RT FUNGI 

























NT DATURA STHAMONIUM 
DATURA STRAMONIUM 
BT DATURA 
INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
DAUCUS 
BT UMBELLIFERAE 



















USE DEFICIENCY UISCFDFPS 
DEFICIENCY DISORDFRS 
IIF Deficiency diseases 




NUTRIFtÏJ R! Ç11JFF"'Fr T,S 
DEFOLIA1TS 
hT AGPICULTI'FAL CHFMICAI.S 
DEHISCENCE 
BT PLANT DEVFI,OPMFI'+TAIL STAGES 




dehydration; for water 
removal use DPYING 
BT PHYSIOLOGICAL CISOPfF'S 







DAUCUS CAPOTA A Delivery (products or supplies) 










Developrr:ent (err ryonic) 
USE FNF{PYO%IC DEVEI OFN E^?T 
DEVE:I-OPMFNT AII? 
UF Aid (developrrert) 
Developrreràt assistance 
AZ' DF.VEI,DPMFJ T 
G 
Development assistance 








BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
NT ANHYDNOUS CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
DETERMINATF GFOWTH 
BT GPOWTH 




Less developed countries 
RT DEVELOPMENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
UF Economic development 















RT DEVELOP?F.NT F 
DEVELUPMENT POLICIES 
BT POLICIERS 
PT AGpICULTU1F'AL FCLTCIFS 
î)FVELnpt'Ft-T 
TPADF POI:ICIFS E 
DEVELOPMENTAL STAGEE 
OF Growth stan.es 
NT ANIMAL DEVELOFMENT AL 
STAGES 
PLANT DEVF1.OPMFE 'TAL STAGES 










UF Disease recoanition 
PT SYMPTOMS 
Diamond-back moth 









POD AND STEM BLIGHT 
STEM CANKEP 
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE 







Differences (amonq cultivars or 
varleties) 
USE VAPIETAL COMPAPISONS 
DIFFERENTIATIUN 
BT BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
RT EMBPYONIC DEVELOPMENT 
PLANT ANATOMY 
DIGESTIBILITY 



























87 CHROMOSOME; NUMREP 
DIPTERA 











USE DIRECT SOkING 
DIRECT SOkING 
SN In situ planting of seed 
se that no transplantina 
is required 
IJF Direct seeding 
In situ planting 
BT SOWING 
DISBUDDING 
SN Removal of growing points 
te encourage developrr{ent 










DISEASF C0" TROL 
BT CONTY(lL nF IfJURIUUS 
FACTORS 
DISEASE PPFVFIJTIC"l 
BT PLANT PROTECTION 




BT RESISTANCE TO TNJUPIOUS 
FACTORS 






UF Plant diseases 
BT INJURInUS FACTORS 
NT BP.CTERIAL PISEASES 













DISEASES OF UtiCERTAIN ETIULOGY D 
BT DISEASES 
DISINFECTANTS E 
BT AGFICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
DISORDERS 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 



















UF Deoxyribonucleic aria 












BT INFORMATION SCIENCE 
NT GEPMPLASM DOCUMENTATION 
Dolichos angularis 
USE VIGNA ANGULARIS 
Dolichos biflorus 
USE VIGNA UNGUICULATA BIFLr'P; 
Dolichos catiang 




USE V1GNA ACONITIFOLIA 
Dolichos sesauipedalis 
USE VIGNA 1NGUICULATA 
SES4)UIPEDALIS 
Dolichos umbellatus 
USE VIGNA UMBELLATA 
Dolichos unguiculata 





RT ANIMAL PRODUCTION 
Domestic aardens 
USE HOME GARÎFNS 
DOMESTIC TRAT}E 
BT TRADE 





DOMINANT GENES C 
BT GENES 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC I 
BT CARIBBEAN 
DORMANCY B 
BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 





BT CPnSSE.FEFt I1,,r- 




l)SE DPAUGHT F.QUIP1'F ' T 
DRAINAGE' 
BT SOIL M,AI`AGFMENI 
RT WATER MANRGEMEh1 
DRAUGHT EQIIIPMEI'T 
UF Draft eauinrert 





BT APPLICATInN METT:EI S 
DPIED PRODIICTS 
BT PPOliUCT GPOUPS 
RT DPYING 
Driers 
USE DRYING EOUIPMFNT 
DRILLS 




USE TPICKLE IRRIGATION 
DORMANCY BREAKERS B DPOUGHT 
BT PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES BT NATURAL DISASTERS 
RT DORMANCY RT DRY SFASfN 




BT RESISTANCE Tn INJUPIPUS 
FACTORS 
CD J) APFS 
PT PLANT TYPES 




RT AGPICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
DRY FARMING 









USE DPYING EQUIPMENT 
DRYING 
UF Grain drvina 
BT PPOCFSSING 





BT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
RT DRYING 
Dung 
USE ANIMAL MANURES 
DUSTING 











USF EAPLY MATUUPATICNN 
EARLY MATURATION. 
UF Earliness 












SN The stuudv of t)^e 
interrelationships 
between living organisms 
and their environment 










Dutch Guyana ECONOMETPICS C 
USE SURINA' BT ECONNOMICS 








UF Economic analysis 




ECONOMIES OF SCALE 




BT SOUTH AMERICA 
EDAPHIC FACTnRS 
SN Relatina to soil 
influences on the growth 
of plants 
BT PLANT ECOLnGY 
RT RHTZOSPHERE 
EDIBLE FUNGI 







BT OIL PRODUCTS 
NT SALAD OILS 
RT VEG3TABLE OILS 
EDUCATION 
NT TRAINING 



















ET F:hFRGY SOURCES 
ELECTPIF'ICATIO" 













































BT TISSUE CULTURE 
Embryoloay 






E1'bRYOtYIC DEViLUP). NT 
UF Development (etrbryonic) 
Embryology 
RT BIOLOC.1CAI: L'E'VF 
NT MOPPHUGFNESIS 
Pi PIFFFREHTIA. TIGtN 
EMERGENCE 











RT CYTOPLASMIC OPGA!)E.LLF.S 




NT ENERGY SOURCES 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 
ET CONSERVATION 















NT AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
RT FQUIPf~FNT 
England 


























RT CLIMATIC REQUIREMENTS 










Et+VIRONMF'P TAL FFFF'CI S 
SI, Iniurious effects of 
environniental factors on 
TVIS crops 
HT INJUNIOUS FACTUFUS 






F;1' ENVIRONMF!;TAL CONDITIONS 




PT ORGANIC COMPnUNr5 
NT COFIIZYMES 













NT DISEASE TRANSMISSION 
EPIDEMICS 
EPIDEMIIS 





NT EPILACHIJA VARIVESTIS 
EPILACHNA VARIVESTIS 


























BT PLANT TYPES 
ERECTNESS 










BT INJTJPIOUS FACTCF S 
NT WATEP EPOSTOt, 
WIND FROSIOW 
PT SOI1. CONSEPVATICN 
SOIL DETEE' IOP r,T I C?t- 
EPWINIA 
BT ENTEROBACTEPIACEAE 
RT BACTERIAL SOFTPOT 
EPYSIPHE 
BT FUNGI 









UF Abyssiniari Trustard 
Mustard (Abyssinian or 
Ethiopian) 
BT GPFEty VEGFTABLEE 
PT BRASSICA CAPI?ATA 
ETHYLE'NE 
























































NT CEPNTPl S (F PIVFPSI7Y 
CENTRES OF' (''PIGIf, 
NATIJPAL SFLF.CTICr 
PHYLOCE'gY 









B7 INTERNATIONAL TRIME 
RT TPAUF HALPUCE 
EXTENSION ACTIVITJFS 
NT OUTRFACH PPCGF APPF'S 
PT EDIICATION 
EXTRACTION 
UF Solvent extraction 
BT PROCFS,SING 
F1 HYBRII' PPODUCTInt: 




UF Bean (broad) 





BT VEGETABLE LFGUMES 













BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
Fallowing 
USE FALLOw SYSTEMS 
Fallows 
USE FALLOW LAND 
FAO 
SN Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the 
United Nations 





































USE A1;IMAL MP' UPE 
FATS 
NT VFGETANLE FATS 
PI FATTY ACJCS 
LIPJDS 
NUTRIEUT CC",;TF I'T 
FATTY ACIDS 
BT OFGANIC ACIDS 
NT FREE FATTY ACIrS 
SATURATFO FATTY ACIDS 




USE FABA BEANS 
FEED CROPS 
UF Fodder crops 
BT CROPS 





Farming FEED CRUCIFERS F 
USE FARMING SYSTEMS BT FEED CROPS 
NT KALES 
PAPE 
WHITE 1`US1 APD 
184 
FEED LEGUMES 




RT FEPMENTED PRODUICTS 
FERMENTED PRODUCTS 















SN Union of gametes to 
produce zygote 
BT REPRODUCTION 






















PT AGRICIJLTUFAI CF EMICM,S 







PT FERTILIZEF APPLICATIO! 
SOIL AMENDMEh7 S 
SOIL FEFTILITY 
FFTC 
UF Food and Fertilizer 
Technolooy Center 
(Taiwan) 
RT AGRICULTUFAL PESFAFCFI 
CENTRES 
Fibre (crude) 
USF CLAUDE FIF PE 
Field bean 
































BT CONTROL OF INJURTOUS 
FACTORS 
WATER MANAGEMENT 
Flooded furrow svstem 
USE FURPOW IRRIGATION 
FLOODING 
UF Floods 
BT NATURAL DISASTERS 
RT ENVIRONMENTAT.L EFFECTS 
FLOODING TOLÉRANCE 















FLO ER INDUCTION 










BT PLANT DEVELOPNENTAL STAOFS 













USE FEED CROPS 
FOLIC ACID 
BT B VITAMINS 
FOOD ADDITIVES 
BT ADDITIVES 






SN Chemicals that stimulate Food composition 
fiowerinq USE COMPOSITION 

















RT FOOD CROPS 
PRODUCTS 
FORCING 
SN Causing plants to develop 
more rapidly than by 
normal growth 
BT CULTIVATION 









FREE FATTY ACIDS 











PT SDUTH AMFFICA 
FRESH PRODUCTS 
BT PRODUCT CROUPS 
FROGEYE I,EAF SPOT 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
LEAF SPOTS 
PT CERCOSPOPA SOJINA 
Froghoppers 
USE H(J OPTEFA 
FROST DAMAGE 
PT ENVIRONMFNTAI FFFF:CTS 
FROZEN PRODUCTS 







SN Fruit botanically; for 
fruit economically see 
FRUITS and FRUIT 
VEGETABLES 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT PODS 
I PT FRUITING 
SEEDS 
Fruit development 






UF Pod settinc 
Seed setting 
Settina (fruit or seed) 
BT FRUITING 
FRUIT VEGETABLFS 
BT VEGETABLE CROPS 





UF Fruit development 
BT PLANT DEVELOPMFNTAL STAGES 
NT FRUIT SETTING 











NT Ai THPACNOSES 
BROw"d SPnI' 
CANKERS 
CEPCOSPOPA LEAF SPOT 
CLUBROOT 
DAMPING-OFF 
FROGEYE LEAF SPOT 
MILDEWS 
MOULDS 
POD AND STEM [ILIGHT 



















BT APPLICATION METHODS 





























































































VEPTIC ILL] I1i`' 










11F Flooded furrow system 








UF Gibberellic acid 
Gibberellins 

































NT HOME GAPDENS 
MARKET GAPDFi,S 
SCHOOL GAPDFNS 
PT GARf."FN PRO($A>l 
HORTICULTUUPF': 
GARLIC 
BT BULBOUS VEGETAPLES 
NT CHINESE GARLIC 
PT ALLIUM 
Garlic (Chinese) 
USE CHINESE CARI:IC 
CASES 




UF Genetic resources 
laboratory 
Germplasm bans 
PT GEPMPLAS" C(iLI,FCT IfiNS 
GENF POOLS 
BT GENETIC RESOt'PCES 
GENERAL COMBINIt G AE+ILITY 





























SN Loss of genetic 
variability especially in 
terms of the richness of 





BT NATURAL RESOURCES 




Genetic resources laboratory 
























ET PLANT DEVE'LOPNFIJTAL STAGES 
NT GERE'INABILITY 
POLLEN GERMINATION 















GEPMPLASM FXCNA1 GFS 
Germplasm banks 
USE GENE BANKS 
GEP CHAPACTFPI2ATIOU C 
ET PLANT BREEDING 
NT GERMPLASM FVALUATION 
PT GERMPLASM 
GERMPLASM COLLECTION 
SN Use for expeditions to 
collect plants and seeds 
ET GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
NT POLLEN COLLECTION 







BT GENETIC RESOURCES 
NT GENE BANKS 
RT GERMPLASM COLLECTIOiK 
GERMPLASM CONSERVATIONI 
BT RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
NT GERMPLASM COLLECTION 
GERMPLASM STORAGE 







UF Germplasm screening 
BT EVALUATION 
GERMPLASM CHARACTERIZATION 






USE GERMPLASM EVALUATION 
GERMPLASM STORAGE 
BT GERMPLASM CONSERVATION 
STORAGE 






















BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT NECTARIES 
RT PLANT SECRETIC?NS 
SECRETION 
Glasshouse culture 

















BT AMINO ACIDS 
GLUTAMINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
F 
197 





Ste Glycine sofa (L.) Sieb. 
and Zucc. This is the 
wilcj annual relative of 
G. max 
BT GLYCINE (CFt'US) 
GLYCINE B GLYCINE TABACINA 
BT AMINO ACIDS BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GLYCINE (GENUS) A GLYCINE TOMENTELLA T, 
BT LEGUMINOSAE BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
NT GLYCINE CANESCENS 
GLYCINE CLANDESTINA Glycine wiahtii 
GLYCINE FALCATA USE NEONOTONTA WIGHTII 
GLYCINE LATIFOLIA 
GLYCINE LATROBEANA Goa bean 







BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
A GOLGI APPARATUS 
BT CYTOPLASMIC ORCANELLES 
PT ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUf 
GLYCINE CLANDESTINA 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
A 
GOMPHRFNA GLOPCSA 
BT INPICATOP HOST PLANTS 
GLYCINE FALCATA 








USE NEONOTONIA WIGHTII 
GOVERNMENiS 
GLYCINE LATIFOLIA A BT ORGANIZATIONS 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) RT MACROECONOMICS 
POLICIES 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
GLYCINE LATROBEANA A 
BT GLYCINE (GENUS) 
GRADING 
BT PROCESSING 
GLYCINE MAX A RT QUALITY 
SN Glycine max (L.) Merr. 
BT GLYCINE (GFNUS) 





UF Curd graftina 
















BT GRAIN CROPS 
LEGUMES 





























































































UF Glasshouse culture 


















UF Culture nedja 
NI POOTING MEDIA 
GRO 7 H 
UF Growth habit 
BT BIOLOGICAL UEVELOFMFNT 
NT DETEPMINATE GROkTH 














BT PHYSIOLOGICAL D]SOPDFRS 
Growth habit 
USE PLANT HABIT 
GPOwTH INHIRITOPS 
UF Inhibitors (plant growth) 
Retardants (plant growth) 








RT APICAL DOMINANCE 
GERMINATION INHIRITORS 
Growth stages 


























UF Calcium suiphate 






BT GREEN VEGETARLES 













PT FEPMFNTE:D PROLIICTS 
SCYREAN 
HANDLING 
RT HANDLING LOSSES 
TRANSPORT 
HANDLING LOSSES 
BI POSTHARVEST LOSSES 
RT HANDLING 
HAPLOIDS 
BT CHROMOSOME t-Il"IVFIFP 
HARO SEEDFDNESS 
BI AGRONOMIC CHAPACTEPS 
RT DORMANCY 
HARUFNNING 



























RT HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 
POSTHARVEST SYSTEMS 
HARVESTING EQUIPMENT 






SN The period in plant 




BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
NT HEAD1rG EFFICIENCY 
HEADING RATE 
RT COMPACT HEADS 
Heading 
USE HEAD FORMATION 
H 
B 
HEADING CABBAGE E 
BT CABBAGE TYPES 
HEADING EFFICIENCY 
BT HEAD FORMATION 
RT HEADING RATE 
HEADING RATE 
BT HEAD FORMATION 




SN Restricted to human health 
NT PUBLIC HEALTH 
RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
HEAT STRESS 
BT PHYSIOLCGICAL CISORfEPS 
PT TEMPEPATURE RESISTANCE 
Heat tolerance 
USE' TEMPERATIIPE RESIS7AnYCE 
HEATING 


















NT HELIOTHIS ARMIGERA 
HELIOTHIS ARMIGERA 
UF Tomato fruitworm 
BT HELIOTHIS 
HELLULA 




















BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 





































USE HAPVEST INUFX 
HIBISCUS 
BT MALVACEAE 
NT HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 
HIBISCUS SABDAPIFFA 
HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 





















BT CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT 







































































SN Polygenic, quantitative, 
non-specific résistance 





BT AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
PT HORIAONES 
PLANT GR04;TH SUBSTANCES 
HORMONES 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT PHEROMONES 
RT HORMONE SPRAYS 
PLANT GROWTH SUBSTANCES 
Hormones (plant) 
USE PLANT GPOWTH SUBSTANCES 
Horticultural characters 













SN Animals or plants 
infected or infested by 
other organisn,s 
UF Host Plants 
BT PARASITISM 
NT ALTEPNATF HOSTS 












PT NUTRITIVE VALUE 
HUMIDITY 
UF Relative humidity 


























NT Fi HYBRID PkODUCTION 













PT PLANT TYPES 
NT Fi HYBPIDS 
HYDRAULIC PRESSES 
BT MILLING EQUIPMFNT 
RT CRUSH I NG 
HYnROCAPPONS 


























BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT ALCOHOLS 
HYDROXYPROLINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
HYGIENE 
UF Sanitation 
RT PUBLIC HEALTH 
HYLEMYA 












UF Indoleacetic acid 
BT AUXINS 
IARC 
USE AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTRES 
IBA 













Sr} International Poard for 
Plant Genetic Pesources 
(Italy) 
BT AGRICULTUF<AI, PFSFAPCH 
CENTRES 
ICARDA 
SN International Centre for 
Agricultural Research in 
Dry Areas (Syria) 
BT AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTRES 
ICRISAT 
SA1 International Centre for 
Research in the Seni-Arià 
Tropics (Hyderabad) 
BT AGRICULTURAL FFSFAPCH 
CENTRES 
IDENTIFICATION 




SN International institute 
of Tropical Agriculture 
BT AGRICULTURAL RESEARC}! 
CENTRES 
ILLEGAL PRACTICES 
UF Crop stealing 






















BT INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
RT TRADE BALANCE 
IMPURE SEED 
BT SEED 
RT SEED CERTIFICATION 
SEED PURIFICATION 
In situ plantincg 
USE DIRECT SOWING 
INBRED LINES 
BT BREEDING LTNES 
RT PURE LINES 
INBREEDING 
BT PLANT BREEDING 


















UF Lettuce (Indien) 
BI LETTUCES 
PT LACTUCA INDICA 
Tndian mustard 
USE LEAF MIISTAPD 
INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
UF Virus indicator plants 
BT HOSTS 































INDIA I INDUCED MUTATION C 
BT ASIA BT MUTATION 
NT INDUCED POLYPLOTDY 
207 
INDUCED POLYPLOIDY 
















































InhibitorS (plant growth) 
USE GROWTH INHIBITCPS 
INJURIOUS FACTORS 
SN Factors Injurions to TVIS 
crops, their production 













RT CROP LOSSES 







SN The Introduction of 
material containing 
microorganisms into a 
tissue 
NT SEED INOCULATION 








UF Acid (inoraanic) 










SN Control of pest insects 
BT PEST CONTROL 
NT LIGHT TRAPS 





















RT PEST INSECTS 
Instars 
USE LARVAE 
INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
UF IPM 







SN The growinq of twO or 
more crops simultaneousiy 
in close proxlnity, as in 
alternats rows in the 
saure field 
UF Interplantinq 
















































NT FOREIGN INVESTMENT 
PUBLIC INVESTMFNT 
























USE INTEGPATED PEST MANAGEMENT 
IPOMOEA 
ET CONVOLVULACEAE 







































IPOMOEA BATATAS A 
F UF Batatas edulis IPON 
BT IPOMf)EA BT ELEMENTS 
RT SWEET POTATOES 
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IRRI 
SN International Pice 
Research Institute 
BT AGRICULTIIHAL PESFAPCH 
CE PITRES 
IRRIGATED FARMING 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
RT IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION 





















SN Of chemicals or 
microorganisms 
PT CHEMISTRY 
IDENT IFICAT1 O 
ISOLATION TECHrYIQIUF 
ISOLATION TECHNIQUE 
SN Protection of plants from 
undesired pollination 
BT PLANT BREEDING 





































USE IMMUNOSORBANT ELECTRON JAPAN 












Kai lan tau 
USE KOHLRABI 
Kai lan tsoi 
USE CHINESF' KALE 
Kai tsoi 
USE LEAF MUSTARD 
KALES 
BT FEED CPUCIFERS 
GREEN VEGETABLFS 
NT CHINESE KALE 






































RT GRAIN LEGUMF'S 
VEGETABLE LEGUMES 
PT PHASEOLUS VUI,CAFIS 
KIMCHI 
SN A Korean staple made from 
fermented spiced Chinese 
cabbaae 
BT FERMENTED PRODUCTS 
KINAKO 




USE HOME GARDENS 
KOHLRABI 
UF kai lan tau 
BT STEM VEGETABLFS 
RT BRASSICA OLERACEA 
GONGYLODES 
Kokuto-byo 
USE SOYBEAN SCAB 
Korea (People's Republic) 








USE SOUTH KORFA 
Kun tsoi 















































BT PRODUCTION FACTORS 


























C LACTUCA INDICA A LAYERING 
BT LACTUCA BT VEGETATIVE PROPAGATION 
RT INDIAN LETTUCE RT ROOTING 
213 
LDC's 
USE DEVELOPING COUNTPIES 
LEACHING 
SN Pemoval of soluble 
chemicals by Mater 
passing through the soil 
BT WATER EROSION 
RT SOIL FERTILITY 
LEAF ANGLE 
BT PLANT HABIT 












UF Chinese mustard 
Indian mustard 
Kai tsoi 
Mustard (Chinese or 
Indian) 
BT GRFEN VEGETABLES 










NT CERCOSPOPA LEAF SPOT 







USF GREEN VEGETABLES 
LEAF-EATING INSECTS 

















RT LEAF AREA INDEX 
LEAF PUBESCENCE B 
BT PLANT HAIRS LEECHES 
BT ANNELIDA 
LEEKS 
BT BULBOUS VEGETAPLES 









NT BkEEDERS RIGHTS 
ILLEGAL PRACTICES 
PHYTOSAI ITAPY REGIJLATIONS 
LEGUME PRODUCTS 
BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 



















































































































Less developed countries 
USE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
I 
LETHAL GENES C 
BT GENES 
Lettuce (Indian) 
USE INr)IAr LETTUCE 
LETTUCE NECPOTTC YELLOW VIRUS 1) 
BT VIPUSES 
LETTUCES 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
NT INDIAN LFTTUCE 












RT LIGHT QUALITY 
LIGHT OUALITY 
UF Photosynthetic action 
spectrurr 
BT LIGHT 






BT INSECT CONTROL 
LIGHTING 
BT ENVIRONMENTAL CONTPOL 
RT ARTIFICIAL LTGHT 
LIGNIFICATION 


















USE PHASEULUS LUAATUS 
Lima-bean ood boxer 





NT MATERNAL LINS; SELECTION 
LINOLEIC ACID 
BT UNSATUPATED FATTY ACIDS 
LINOLENIC ACIL 

























T,ITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 


















RT TEXTURAI, SOIL TYPES 
LOANS 
BT AGRICULTUPAI, CFF.DIT 






BT RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT PLANT WEATHERING 
WILTING 
LOESS SOILS 



















NT CROP LOSSES 
POSTHARVEST COSSES 
RT PROFIT 







RT CUCURBIT VEGFTABLES 
LYCOPERSICON 
BT SOLONACEAE 






































BT AMIMO ACIDS 
M-BCMV 





















SN Econon ic analysis of the 
behaviour of the economy 
as a whole, usually at 




















































































































USE FERTILIZER APPLICATION 
MANY-BRANCHE[) TYPE 






















BT CHEMICOPHYSICAI. PPOPFPTIF:S 
NT BIOMASS 
MASS REARING 
BT BIOLOGICAL CONIROL 
MARKET GARDENS E MASS SELECTION C 
BT GARDENS BT SELECTION 
MASTIGOPHORA n 
BT PROTOZOA 
MATERNAL LINE SELECTION C 




BT HIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 














BT ANIMAL PRODUCTS 
FOODS 
Meat analoques 
USE MEAT SUBSTITUTES 
Meat extenders 
USE MEAT SUBSTITUTES 
MEAT SUBSTITUTES 
UF Meat analoques 
Meat extenders 
BT FOODS 









MECHANICAL PROPERTIES B 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
MECHANIZATION 





UF Reduction division 








UF Root-knot nematodes 
BT NEMATODES 
Melons 




UF Shoot culture 
Shoot-tip culture 
BT TISSUE CULTURE 
PT MERISTEMS 
MERISTEMS 
BT PLANT TISSUES 
NT APICAL MERISTEMS 

















































Mexican bean beetle 






BT NORTH AMERICA 
M-1j 










SU Economic analysis of the 
behaviour of individual.s, 
consumers and firms 
BT ECONOMICS 















USE TISSUE CULTURE 
MICROSCOPY 
















BT FUNGAI, DISEASES 

















BT REDUCED TILLAGE 
RT ZEPO TILLAGE 
MISO 
















RI' CELL DIVISION 
MIXEL) FARMING 
BT FAPMJNG SYSTEM.S 
Mixed seed 
USE SEED BLENDS 
MLO 
USE MYCOPLASMA-LIKE ORGANISME 
MMV 




























SN Reoeated growing of the 
saure trop on the same land 
UF Monocroppinq 
Sole croppinq 






BT GROWTH INHIBITORS 
MORPHOGENESIS 
BT EMBPYONIC DEVELOPMENT 
NT PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS 
RT PLANT MORPHOLOGY 
MORPHOLOGICAL CHAPACTERS 
BT AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 
NT POD CHARACTERS 
SPECIFIC LEAF WEIGHT 
Moth bean 




BT FUNGAL DISEASES 


















M U1,C HF. S 






USE MULTIPLE CROPFING 
MULTIPLE CROPPING 
SN The growina of two or 
more crops consecutively 
on the same field in the 
same year 
UF Multicroppinq 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
MUNGBEAN CULTIVARS 
PT CULTIVARS 
MUNGBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SN This virus is considered 
to he a strain of hean 





RT BEAN COMMON MOSA.IC VIRUS 




MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 











UF Rean (mung) 
Golden gram 
Gram (golden or areen) 
Green grain 
BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETABLE LÉGUMES 




USE EDIBLE FUNGI 
Mustard (Abyssinian or 
Ethiopian) 
USE ETHIOPIAN MUSTARD 
Mustard (black) 
USE BLACK MUSTARD 
Mustard (Chinese or Indian) 
USE LEAF MUSTARD 
Mustard (white) 































NT MYCOPLASMA-LIKF ORGANTSMS 
MYCORRHIZAE 
SN A symbiotic, largely 
non-pathooenic 
association between a 










BT PLANT TYPES 
RT CHIMERAS 
MUTATION MYCORPHIZAL FUNGI p 
BT FUNGI 








USE FUNGAL DISEASES 
MYCOSPHAFRELLA ) 





MYROTHECIUM D NATIONAL INCUP E 
BT FUNGI BT INCOME 
RT MACROECONGNICS 
NYTHIMNA D 
BT LEPIDOPTERA. NATTO 










UF Naphthylacetic acid 
BT AUXINS 
NAMIBIA 

























SN Parasites, predators or 
others whose activities 
tend to limit populations 
of Pest species 







USE SPONTANFOUS MUTATION 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
























































RT YEAST SPOT 
NEOCOSMOSPORA 
BT FUNGI 




















































BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA GLUTINOSA 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
NICOTIANA 
NICOTIANA SYLVESTRIS 


























































BT CARBAGE TYPES 
Nontillaqe 




























BT NOXIOUS A'JIM.ALS 
RT BIRDS 
NOXIOUS MAMMALS 
BT NOXIOUS ANT' ALS 
NT RODENTS 
NOXIOUS MOLLUSCS 
UF Sluqs and sr)ails 
(injurlous) 

















NUCLEIC COMPOIU! DS 
BT ORGANIC CONprJUrCS 
NT NUCLEIC ACIDS 
NIICLFOSI DES 












ET NUCLFIC CU?4P0U LS 






BT NUCLEIC COMPOUNDS 
RT NUCLFIC ACIDS 
NUCLEUS 
BT CELL STRUCTURE 
NT CHROMOSOMES 
NUCLFOLUS 
PT CELL DIVISION 
PROTOPLASk, 
NUCLEUS SUBSTITUTI0r: 














BT SUIL FEPTILITY 
RT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
NUTRIENI CONTENT 
BT COMPOSITION 








BT NUTPIENT CONTENT 
NUTRIENT RFQUIPEMENTS 
BT PLANT NUTRITION 
NT WATER REQUIREMENTS 
RT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
NUTRIENT TRANSPORT 
BT NUTRITION PHYSIOLOGY 































NT DEFICIENCY DISCPDEPS 




PT HUMAN NUTRITIOt 
QUALITY 
N'JRS 
SN National Vegetat]es 
Research Station (UK) 


























RT POWDEPY Mll,,DFvS 
OIL CROPS 
BT CPOPS 


















NT EDIBLE OILS 









BT FRUIT VEGETABLES 
RT HIBISCUS ESCULENTUS 
OKRA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
OLEIC ACID 
BT UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
ON-FARM CONSUMPTION 
BT CONSUMPTION 
ONION YELLOW DWARF VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
ONIONS 












OPTICAL PROPERTIES K 
BT CHFMICOPHYSICAL PROPFPTIF'S 
NT COLUIIP 
ORGANIC ACID SALIS 
BT OPGANIC CU"POUt!GS 
OPGANIC ACIDS 
U>~ Acid (oroanic) 
BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
































ORGANIC SOILS E 












ORGANOLEPTIC PROPEPTIES B 






























UF Corn earworm 
BT LEPIDOPTERA 
OUTREACH PROGRAMMES 
SN Of AVRDC 







ORNITHINE B BT PISTILS 







USE CHINESF I HITF' CANNAGE 
Pak tsoi 
USF' CHINIESE WHITE CAHBPGE 
B 
OWNERSHIP G PAKISTAN I 
BT TENURE BI ASIA 
OXIDATION B PALATABILITY h 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIES BI ORGANOLEPTIC PROPERTIFS 
RT OXYGEN RT EATING QUALITY 
OXIDES H PALMAE A 
BT SALTS BT PLANTS 
NT CARBON DIOXIDE 
PALN,ITIC ACID Is 
OXYGEN B BI SATUPATFD FATTY ACJDS 
BT ELEMENTS 
RT OXIDATION 
OZONE PANAMA J 
BT CENTRAL AMEPICA 
OZONE B 
BT GASES PANICUM A 
RT OXYGE'J BT GPAMINFAF 
P 
USE PHOSPHORUS PANTOTHENIC ACIL h 
BT B VITA.MI" S 
PACHYRRHIZUS 















PAPUA NEW GUINFA 
BT OCEANIA 
PARAGUAY 
BI SOUTH AMERICA 
PARASITES 
BT PARASITISM 









SN Parasitic higher or 
vascular plants 









BT PLANT TISSUES 
NT MESOPHYLL 
PART-TIME FARMTNG 
BT FARMING SYSTF:MS 
PARTHENOCARPY 
SN Producina fruit without 
seeds 
BT ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION 
PARTHENOGENESIS 
SN Development of gamete 
into a new plant without 
fertilization 













NT' PLANT PATHOLOGY 
PT PATHOGENS 
Pea (asparagus) 




















PEA ENATION NOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIPUSES 
D 




A PEANUT STUNT VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
r; 
F PEANUTS I! 
D 
UF Groundnuts 
BT NUT CROPS 
RT ARACHIS 
Peas 












People's Republic of China 
USE CHINA 
People's Republic of the Conao 
USE CUNGO 















BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 




USE PESTICIDE PE;FPSISTFNCF 
PEPU 
BT SOUTH AMEPICA 
PEST CONTROL 
UF Pest management 
PM 
BT CONTROL OF ItiJUPI(l(US 
FACTOFS 
NT INSECT COt.TPOI 
INTF'.GRATEP PE'ST MANAGFMF? T 








USE PEST CC!t=TPn1: 
PEST PF.SISTAUCE 
SN Resistance to pests 






UF Persistence (pesticide) 








Df PERONOSPORA D PESTICIDE PESIDUES 
BT FUNGI RT PESIDUFS 
NT PERONOSPOPA MANSHUPICA TUXIC 









RT PESTICIDE PERSISTENCE 
PESTICIDES 







RT CHEMICAL CONTROL 
PESTICIDE RESIDUES 
PESTS 
BT INJUPIOUS FACTOPS 
NT NOXIOUS ANIMALS 
STOREL' PRODUCTS PESTS 








BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 




















BT PLAAT IPiG 
PHASEOLUS 
BT LEGUMINOSAE 





USE VIGNA ACONITIFOLIA 
PHASEOLUS ACt1TIF(L:ICUS 




USE VIGNA ARGULAPI$ 
Phaseolus aureus 
USE VIGNA RADIATA 
Phaseolus calcaratus 
USE VIGNA UMBELLA7A 
PHASEOLUS COCCI!FUS 
UF Bean (scarlet runner) 
Scarlet runner hean 
BT PHASEOLUS 
Phaseolus cylindricus 
USE VIGNA UNGUICULATA BIFLORA 
Phaseolus giaber 














USE VIGNA MUNGO 
Phaseolus mungo var. glaber 
USE VIGNA GLABRESCENS 
Phaseolus palmatus 
USE VIGNA ACONITIFOLIA 
Phaseolus pubescens 
USE VIGNA UMBELLATA 
Phaseolus radiatus 
USE VIGNA RADIATA 
Phaseolus riccardianus 
USE VIGNA UMBELLATA 
Phaseolus torosus 
USE VIGNA UMBELLATA 
PHASEOLUS VULGAPIS 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
PHASEOLUS 





BT AMINO ACIDS 
PHEROMONES 
BT HORMONES 






Phialophora stem rot 









SN Anamornb (imoerfect 
state) of Diaporthe 
PT FUNGI 
PT DIAPOPTHE 




















BT FUNGI PHOTOMOPPH()GENFSIS 










UF Dark period 
Davlerath 
BT PHOTOPEPIOÎISM 














PT MÏCOPI,ASA'A-LIFF DISEASE:S 
B 
PHYLLOPHAGA 












UF Cabbac)e flea beetle 
Striped flea beetle 
BT PHYLLOTRETA 
PHOTOSENSITIVITY B 








Photosynthetic action spectrum 



















SN Use of screens, barriers, 
reflective surfaces and 
manuel methods to control 
pests and other injurious 
factors 
BT CONTROL METHODS 
NT WINDRREAKS 


























































PT AGRfJMYZID F 
PHYTOPHTHORP 
PT FUNGI 





PHYTOPHTHORA MEGASPFP A 
BT PHYTOPHTHORA 
PHYTOSAI`ITAPY RE:GI_ILATIONS 
BT LEGAL ASPECTS 






BT PROPUC'I GPOUPS 
PIEPIS 
RT LEPIDOPTFPA 


























































BT FERTILIZER APPIICATIOT' 






























USE PLANT MORPHOLOGY 
PISUM A Plant biology 
BT LEGUMINOSAE USE BOTANY 









SN Controlled improvement in 
selected characters of 
plants 













SELECT I ON 
SELFING 







PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 


























NT EDAPHIC FACTOkS 
PLANT FMASCULATI(IN 
BT PLANT BREF U I tG 
PLANT ESTABLISHMENT 
BT PLANT PPOPUCTICN 
PLANT GALLS 
BT SYMPTOMS 
PLAivT GROW'TH S'JBSTAM:CES 










GROWTH INPIBITCf S 




UF GrovEth habit 
HT PLANT MORPHOLOCY 






BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT LEAF PUBESCENCE 
ROOT HAIRS 
Plant hormones 











RT GEPMPLASM COLLECTION 
GEPMPLASM EXCHANGES 
PLANT MORPHOLOGY 










BT PLANT PRODUCTION 
PLANT NUTRITION 
BT NUTRITION 






UF Propaaation (plant) 








UF Crop protection 




















PLANT POPULATION DENSITY 




UF Crop production 
BT PRODUCTION 
























Plant products PLANT TYPE IMPROVEMEN7 c 
USE VEGETABLE PRODUCTS BT BRFEDING AIMS 
PT PLANT TYPES 
242 
PLANT TYPES 









RT AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 
PLANT TYPE IMPROVEMENT 
PLANT VASCULAR SYSTEM 
UF Vascular system (plant) 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 
NT VASCULAR TISSUES 
RT TRANSLOCATION 
PLANT VEINS 
UF Veins (plant) 




BT AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 







































































































USE POTATO LEAFROLL VIRUS 
PLUMULE 

















NT PLUTELLA XYLOS7ELLA 
PLUTELLA XYLOSTELLA 
VF Diamond-back n-oth 
BT PLUTELLA 
PM 
USE PEST CONTROL 
PMV 
USE PEANUT MOTTLE VIFUS 
Pod abortion 
USE ABSCISSIOt 






BT CHF_SING INSECTS 
POD CHARACTERS 
BT MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS 
RT PODS 
Pod settinq 
USE FRUIT SETTING 
PODS 
BT FRUIT 
RT POD CHARACTERS 
Pole bean 



















BT GERMPLASM COLLECTION 
POLLEN GERMINATION 
BT GERMINATION 
RT POLLEN TUBES 
POLLINATION 
POLLEN INCO !PATIBILITY 
BT BREEDING BAPPIERS 
RT SELF INCOMPAT.IBILITY 
STEPILITY 
POLLEN STORAGE 
BT GERMPLASM STORAGE 
POLLEN TUBES 
BT POLLEN 
RT POLLEN GERMINATION 
POLLINATION 
BT REPRODUCTION 
















RT INJURIOUS FACTCPS 
RT RESIPUES 
POLYEMBPYONY 
BT VEGETATIVE. PRCFAGATIOtu 
RT APOMIXIS 
POLYPLOIPS 
BT CHROMOSOME. NUMBER 
































POTATO LEAFROLL VIRUS C 
POLLINATIOS L UF PLPV 
BT ANIMALS BT VIPUSES 
NT BEES 
245 
POTATO VIRUS X 
UF PVX 
BT VIRUSES 




UF European potato 
Irish potato 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
RT SOLANUM TUBEPOSUM 
POULTRY 















BT BIOLOGICAL COMPETITION 
RT PREDATORS 
PREDATORS 
RT NATURAL ENEMIES 
PREDATION 
PRESERVATION 














Pl CHFMICOPHYSICAI. PPOPF:PTIE S 
NT APPLIED PPFSSUF}F 
ROnT PRESSURE 
TUPG(iP PPE SSUPF . 
PRICE FLUCTUATIONS 
RT PRICES 
PT RISK AND UNCFPTAINTY 
PRICES 




















































































PT ECONO>`lES OF SCALE 
PRODUCTION ECI'N'CP-'ICS 
PRODUCTION EC0140MICS 
B7' MICRUECON0P 1CS 
NT PRODIICTIOT. FAC70PS 
PRODUCTIOt FUICTIOINS 






NT CULTIVATION EÇUIPMFNT 
DPAUGHT EQUIPMENT 
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT 













UF Cobb-Douglas function 











































USE A,ICEST(JR SFFCIES 
Progeny forms 




RT YIELD TRIALS 
PROLINE 
BT AMINO ACIIIS 
Promiscuous nodulation 
USE POOT NOL) HLATION 
Propagation (plant) 








RT PLANT PROPAGATION 
Properties (chemical) 
USE CHERICOPHYSICAI PROPFPTIFS 
Properties (physical) 





NT GRF.ENHOUSE CULTURE 









BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT GLUTEN 
NUCLEUPROTEINS 
RT NUCLEIC COMPOUNDS 
NUTPIENT CONTENT 
PROTOPLASM 























































USE CUCUPIIT VEGETAPLES 
PUMPS 
BT IRRIGATION EOUIPMENT 
PURE LINES 










BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT XANTHOPHYLLS 











PURPLE SEED STAJN 
BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
PVX 
USE POTATO VIRUS X 
PVY 
USE POTATO VIRUS Y 
PYRENOCHAETA 
BT FUNGI 
RT LEAF SPOTS 
PYRIDOXINE 
BT B VITAMINS 
PYRIMIDINE HASES 






BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
NT URACIL 











UF Food quality 
NT EATING QUALITY 
RT GRADING 
NUTRITIVE VALUE 




BT D1SFASE PREVENHION 
QUOTAS G 










NT GAMMA RADIATION 
PT LIGHT 
RADICLE 








USE CHINESE RADISN 




RADISH MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES C 
F 
RADISHES 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
NT CHINESE RADISN 
RT PAPHANUS SATIVUS 
E' 
BAIN E PECESSIVE GE!IES C 
UF Rainfall RT GENES 
BT PRÉCIPITATION 
RAIN-FEL' FAPMING E 




UF Cambered seedbeds 
BT SEEDBEDS 
RAPE 
BT FEED CRUCJFEPS 
()IL CROPS 
NT PAPE GREENS 
RT BRASSICA NAPUS 
RAPE GREENS 




NT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
BT RAPHANUS 
NT RAPHAIUS SATIVUS 
LONGIPINNATUS 
RT RADISHES 
RAPHANUS SATIVUS LONGIPINNATUS A 
BT RAPHANUS SATIVUS 
RT CHINESE RADISH 
Rate-reducing resistance 
USE HORIZONTAL RESISTANCE 
RATOONS C 
BT PROPAGATION MATERIALS 
RECIPPOCAL CH0SSINC C 
BT CROSSBRFF..DING 
PECIPROCAL PECUPRENT SELFCTIUI C 
BT RECURRENT SELECTION 
E RECOMBINATION 
SN Formation of new 
combinations of qenes by 
crossing or secregation 









BT WASTE DISPfSAL. 
E 
Red beans 













BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPEPTIFS 








RELATED WILD SPECIES 




UF Relay planting 
BT CROPPING SYSTEMS 
Relay planting 
USE RELAY CROPPING 
RELIGIOUS ASPECTS 
NT FOOD TABOOS 
SUPERSTITIONS 
RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
REMV 










UF Reproductive physiology 
BT PHYSIOLOGY 
















S,r Use only for documents 
about researct'i in the 
abstract, and rot for the 
results of apz'] ied 
research 
NT COMPARATIVE STUCIES 
DATA COLLECTICf 
RESEARCH NE£DS 









SN Fertilizer renainina in 
the soif follokinq 
harvest of a first crop 
BT FFRTILIZERS 
RESIDUES 




NT HORIZONTAL PES15TANCF 
PESTICIDE RFSISTAIïCF 
RESISTANCE TO INJUPIOt'S 
FACTORS 
VERTICAL RESISTANCE 
RT RESISTANCE SCREENING 
RESISTANCE SOURCES 
RESISTANCE SCREENING 
SN Screening species, 
varieties or cultivars 












PT DURS" AlCY 
F 
RESISTANCE TO INJURIOUS FACTOPS CC 
BT BREEDING AIMS 
RESISTANCE 










RT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
Resistance to wind 
USE WINO RESISTANCE 
Resistant cultivars 
USE RESISTANT VARIETIES 
RESISTANT VAPIETIES 
SN Varleties and cultivars 
resistant to injurious 
factors 

















Retardants (plant growt.h) 
USE GP.OW H I[v}1IE{I7CFS 
RHEOLOGICAL PROPEFTIES }, 



















SN Soli zone of enhanced 
microbiological actlvity 
in vicinity of roots 
















RICKETTSIP Jf C,fl iIS PICYFTTSIA-LIFF 
UF Vitamin 82 




























RT STRAW MULCHES 
RICE-BASED CROPPING SYSTEMS 












USE RICPF.TTSIA-LIKE OPGAt TS'"; 
RNA 
UF Rihonucleic acid 










RICKETTSIAL DISEASES D RODENTS 











BT PLANT HAIRS 
ROOTS 
ROOT NODULATION 
UF Nodule formation 
Promiscuous nodulation 




































UF Poot formation 





BT GRnWING MEDIA 
RT POOTING 
ROOTS 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 


















UF Crop rotation 









ROOT-EATING INSECTS D Roto-tillers 




RT ROTARY HOES 
ROTS 
BT SYMPTOMS 







































RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 




BT FUNGAL DISEASES 
NT SOYBEAN RUST 











BT GPOWTH INHIBITCPS 
Safety 
USE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
t 
SALAD OILS F' 
BT EDIBLE OILS 
SALINE SOILS 
BT CHEMICAL Sf)IL TYPES 
SALINITY F. 
BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Salinity resistance 
USE SALT TOLERANCE 
SALT STRESS 
BT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS 




UF Salinity reslstance 
BT RESISTANCE TO INJ))PIOUS 
FACTORS 
RT SALT STRESS 
SALTED PPODUCTS 
BT PRODUCT GRnUPS 
SALTS 











BT LITHOLOGICAL SOIL TYPFS 





















USE BRASSICA CAMPESTPIS 
TPILOCi)LAPIS 
SATURATED FATTY ACILS 
BT FATTY ACIDS 







AT FUNGAL DISEASE$ 
SYHPTOMS 











BT SEED TREATMENT 
PT GERMINATION 
Scarlet runner bean 






F SARCOSINF B SCHOOL GARDENS 
BT ANINO ACIDS BT GARDENS 
IDl 
SCIONS 
BT PROPAGATION MATERIALS 
SCLERENCHYMA 













UF Hermetic storage 
BT STORAGE 
RT VACUUM PACKING 
SEARCA 
SN Southeast Asian Regional 
Center for Graduate Study 
and Research in 
Agriculture 
BT AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH 
CENTRES 
SEASONALITY 






























SN Seeds for sowinq or 
propagation; as phase in 
lite history of plant use 
SEEDS 
BT PROPAGATION MATEPIALS 
NT IMPURE SEED 
SEED BLENDS 
RT SEED TREATMENT 
SEED BLENDS 
SN Mixed seed of different 
cultivars 




BT SEED INDUSTRY 














RT SEED INDUSTRY 
F SEED PURIFICATION 
BT SEED INDIFSTPY 





BT SEEU INDUSTRY 
F 
Seed setting 
USE FRUIT SETTING 
SEED DISPERSAL B 




BT GERMPLASM STORAGE 
RT SEFD LONCEVITY 
CF 
Seed drills 






F GERMPLASM EVALUATION 
SEED 





SEED TREATMENT _" 






RT SEED STORAGE 
SEEU 
Seed mixtures 
USE SEFD BLENDS 
SEED PELLETING 
BT SEED TREATMENT 
SEED PRODUCTION 















UF Soil preparation 
PT CULTIVATION 
NT SEEDBEDS 
RT SOIL MANAGEMENT 
TILLAGE 
SEEDBEDS 
BT SEFDBED PREPARATION 


















SN Seeds as a phase in the 
life-history of a plant; 
use SEED for material for 
plant propagation 









BT PLANT BREEDING 
SELECTION 
UF Selection techniques 
Selective breeding 
BT PLANT BRFEDING 























RT BPEFDING BARPIEFS 





NT BUD POLLINATT.CNN 
CLEISTOGANY 
RT SELF FERTILIZATION 
SELFING 
Self-sterility 
USE SELF INCOt1PATlPILITY 
SELFING 















SELECTION CRITERIA C Sepals 






RT BROWN SFOT 
Septoria leaf spot (soybean) 
USE BROWN SPOT 
SEQUENTIAL CROPPING 
SN One crop follows another 
vithout fallowina 












Setting (fruit or seed) 


















Shanghai Pak tsoi 
USE CHINESE WHITF; CABBAGF 
Shanghai white cathaae 












BT BPEEDING AIMS 
Shoot culture 
USE MERISTEM CULTURE 
Shoot-tip culture 










BT STORAGE STRUCTURES 
SILTY SOILS 













NT SINAPIS ALRA 
SINAPIS ALBA 
BT SINAPIS 














USE BOLTING RESISTANCE 
SLOW-RELEASE FEPTILIZERS 
BT FERTILIZERS 
Slugs and snails (injurious) 
USE NOXIOUS MOLLUSCS 
SLW 
USE SPECIFIC LEAF WEIGHT 
SMALL SCALE FARMING 
BT FARMING SYSTEMS 
SNELL 













BT FUNGAL DI SEASES 
RT SYMPTOMS 
SMV 
USE SOYBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
Snake bean 
USE YARD-LONG BEANS 
Snap bean 













BT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
Socioeconomic aspects 





NT BACTERIAL SOFTPOT 
SOIL AIR RELATIONS 









SOIL AMENDMENTS E SOIL DFTERIOPATION t 



















































RT SOIL BIOLOGY 
SOIL COMPACTION E 
BT SOIL DENSITY 
SOIL CONDITIONEHS E 
BT SOIL AMENDMENTS 
SOIL CONSERVATION 





BT SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES 
NT SOIL COMPACTION 
RT SOIL STRUCTURE 
SOIL FLORA 






















SOIL ORGANIC MATTFR 








RT SOIL STEPILIZATION 
5oi1 preparation 












BT SOIL MANAGEMENT 
RT SfIL PASTEURIZATION 
SOIL STRUCTURE 
BT SUIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIFS 
RT SOIL DENSITY 
SOIL ORGANIC MATTER 
SOIL TESTING 
BT EVALUATION 
RT SOIL FERTILITY 
SOIL TEXTURE 
BT SOIL CHEMICOPHYSICAL 
PROPERTIFS 
TEXTURE 
RT TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
SOIL TOXICITY 
UF Toxic soils 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS 
TOXICITY 













NT ANTHROPOGENIC SOIL TYPES 
CHEMICAL SOIT. TYPES 
CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
LITHOLOGICAL SCIL TYPES 






NT SOII. TYPES 
PT SOIL REQUIRFMENTS 
SOIL SCIE! CFS 
Soja sauce 
USE SOY SAUCE 
SOLANUM 
BT SOLONACEAE 

































UF Plantino (seed) 
Seedinq 
PT PLANTING 







CEPEALS SOWING DEPTH 
BT SOWING 
Sources of resistance 
USE RESISTANCE SOURCES 
SOY CHEESFS F' 
UF Chou tolu 
SOUTH AFRICA 
BT AFRICA 
1 Stinkinq tofu 



















BT SOYBEAN PPODUCIS 
SOY MILK 
BT SOYBEAN PPOI)UCTS 
SGY MILK POWt)ER 
BT SOYBEAN PFOD!)CTS 
F 
VENEZUELA SOY SAUCE 




UF Korea Republic 
BT ASIA 
South West Africa 
USE NAMIBIA 




BT SOYEEAN PPODUC7S 
Soya sauce 
USE SOY SAUCE 
SOYBEAN CULTIVARS 
BT CULTIVARS 









BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 




BT SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
VEGETABLE OILS 
SOYBEAN PRODUCTS 
































UF Grain soyrean 
BT GFA]N LEGUMFS 
OII, CROPS 
NT VEGETABLF SCIYE FAN. 




UF Row distance 
BT CULTIVATION 












SPECIFIC COMBINING APILITY 
ET COP'EININ.C AFILITY 
SPECIFIC LEAF wEIGHT 
UF SL1' 
ET MORPHOLCOGICAI CHARACTEP5 
SPHACELOMA 
BI FUNGI 
RT SOYBEAN SCAB 
SOYBEAN STUNT VIRUS D SPIKELETS 
UF SSV ET INFLORESCENCES 











BT GREEN VEGETABLES 
RT SPINACIA OLERACEA 
SPINACIA 
BT CHENOPODIACEAE 








NT SPODOPTERA EXIGUA 
SPODOPTEPA LITURA 
SPODOPTERA EX1GUA 
UF Beet army*orm 
BT SPODOPTERA 
SPODOPTERA LITURA 
UF Fall armyworm 
BT SPODOPTERA 
SPONTANEOUS MUTATION 
UF Natural mutation 
BT MUTATION 
SPORES 
BT PLANT ANATOMY 

























PT FUNGAL DISEASES 
Spray irrigation 
USE SPRINKLER IRRIGATION 
SPRAYERS 
BT IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT 
PT SPRAYING 
SPRAYING 





UE' Spray Irrigation 




UF Bean sprouts 
BT LEGUME PRODUCTS 
RT SFFDLINGS 
SPV-A 


















RT STARCH PRODUCTS 
STARCH NOODLES F 
BT STAPCH PRODUCTS 
STARCH PRODUCTS 
BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
NT STARCH N00DLES 
RT STARCH 
STATISTICS 
NT PRODUCTION STATISTICS 




STEARIC ACID B 
BT SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
STEM BORE.RS D 





USE STEM ROTS 
D 
STERILE INSECT RELEASE 
BT BIOLOGICAL CONTRCI: 
INSECT CONIROL 
STERILITY 
SN Reproductive sterility 
BT REPRODUCTION 







STEM ELONGATION B STERILIZATION C 
BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES SN Rendering Incapable of 
RT GROWTH reproducinq 
STEMS RT STERILITY 
STEM ROTS 
UF Steu, decay 
BT ROTS 














RT LEAF BLIGHT 
I, 
STEMS 
BT PLANT A! ATOhhY 
































UF Stool layerinq 










































PT STOPAGE ENVIRONMENT 
STORED PRODUCTS PEST CONTROL 
BT PEST CONTROL 










BT NATURAL DISASTERS 
NT CYCLONES 





SN Seed stratification 
BT SEED TPEATMENT 
STRAW 
BT CEREAL BYPRODUCTS 
NT RICE STPAW 
STRAW MULCHES 
BT MULCHES 




USE KIDNEY BEANS 
Striped flea beetle 
USE PHYLLOTRETA STRIOLATA 
Striped sweet potato weevil 
USE ALCIDODES 
Structure (plant) 




BT FARMING SYSTEMS 
SUCKING INSECTS 












BT AF RICA 
SUFU 








































BT RELIGIOUS ASPECTS 
SUPPLY 
BT MAPKEI'ING 





RT MARKETING BOARDS 
SURINAM 
UF Dutch Guyana 
BT SOUTH AMF.RICA 
SURPLUSES 











USE CAPSICIi i ANNUUM 
SWEET PUTATC CULTIVARS A 
BT CULTIVARS 
SWEET POTATO MILD MOTTLE VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
Sweet potato scurf 
USE MONILOCHAETES 
SWEET POTAT(O TIPS 
ST. Sweet potato greens, 
includinq leaves, stems 
and petioles 
BT GREEW VEGETARLFS 
SWFET POTATOES 
F 
SWEET POTATO VEIN-CLEARING VIRUS I, 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATn VIRUS A 
UF SPV-A 
BT VIRUSES 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS P 
BT VIRUSFS 
SWFFT POTATO VIPUS N 
BT VIRUSFS 
SWEET POTATOES 
BT ROfT VEGFTABLFS 
NT SwEET POTATO TIPS 












SWEET POTATO STUNT VIRUS D 
BT VIRUSES 
SYMPTOMS 































Tai ko tsoi 










PT AF RICA 
TARGET SPOT 


































UF China (Taiwan) Techniques 
BT ASIA USE METHODS 
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TECHNOLOGY 





H TFPRACE CROPPING 
UF Terracinq 










UF Cold tolerance 
Heat tolerance 
BT RESISTANCE TO IN,7UPIOUS 
FACTORS 










USE PHASEOLUS ACUTIFOLIUS 
TEPHRITIDAE 


















UF Seed coat 
BT SEEDS 
TETRAGONIA 






USE TOBACCO ETCH VIRUS 
TEXTURAL SOIL TYPES 
BT SOIL TYPES 












BT CHEMICOPHYSICAL PROPERTIFS 
NT SOIL TEXTURE 
TEXTURED PROTEINS 




RT TEXTURED PROTFINS 
F 
2/3 







D BT NUCLFOSIDES 
THYMINE P 





THERMAL PERIODICITY B NT CAI,IOTHRTPS 




BT CHEWICOPHYSICAL PROPFRTIES 
B THRIPS (GENUS) 
TIBA F+ 
THIAMIN B UF Triiodobenzoic acid 
UF Vitamin Bi BT GROwTH INHIBIT(PS 
BT B VITAMINS 
Tick bean 
USE FABA BEANS 
THIELAVIOPSIS D 
BT FUNGI Ticks 
RT ROOT POTS USE ACARINA 
THINNING E TILLAGE 
BT CULTIVATION BT CULTIVATIOB 
RT PLANT POPULATION DENSITY NT HARROWING 
PLOt)GHTNG 
REDUCED TILLAGE 
THREE-WAY CROSSES C ROTOTILLING 
BT CROSSBREEOING RT SEEDBED PREPARATION 
SOIL MANAGEIEN'I 
THREONINE B Tillage equipment 
BT AMINO ACIDS USE CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT 
Threshers 
USE HARVESTING EQUIPMENT TILLERING F 
THRESHING E 
BT HARVESTING 
SN Production of shoots from 
the crown of a plant 
BT PLANT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES 
TIME F 











BT DEFICIENCY DISORDERS 
TISSUE CULTURE 
UF Celi culture 
Micropropaaation 
NT AXILLAPY BUD CULTURE 
EMBRYO CULTURE 
MERISTEM CULTURE 




USE TUBACCO LFAF CUPL VIRUS 
TMV 
USE TOBACCP MOSAIC VIRUS 
Tobacco 
USE NICUTIANA TABACUM 
TOBACCO ETCH VIRUS 
UF TEV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOBACCO LEAF CURL VIRUS 
UF TLCV 
BT VIRUSES 










TOBACCO RATTLE VIRILS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOBACCO PINGSPOT VIRUS 
UF TRSV 
BT VIRUSES 
RT BUD BLIGHT 
TOBACCO STREAK VIRUS 
UF TSV 
BT VIRUSES 
RT BRAZILIAN BUD BLIGHT 
Tobago 
USE TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 
T0FIi 
UF Sovmilk curd 
BT SOYBE A'J PRODUCTS 
RT SOY CHEFSES 
TOGO 
PT AFRICA 
TOMATO ASPFRMY VIRILS 
UF TAsV 
PT VIRUSES 
TOMATO BLACK RING VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 












TOBACCO NECROSIS VIRILS D TOMATO GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS Il 
BT VIRUSES BT VIRUSES 
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TOMATO MOSAIC VIRUS 
UF ToMV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO SPOTTED WILT VIRUS 
UF TSWV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO YELLUW DWARF VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATU YFLTJ(J LEAFC1JPL VIRUS 
UF TYT,CV 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATO YELLOW POSATC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TOMATOES 
BT FRUIT VEGETABLES 
NT PRnCESSING TOMATOES 
RT LYCOPERSICON 
TOMV 
USE TONATU MOSAIC VIRUS 
TONOPLAST 



































UF Balance of tracte 














G TRADE POLICIES 
TOXIC SUBSTANCES D BT POLICIES 
BT INJURIOUS FACTORS RT AGRICULTURAL PCLICIES 
NT PESTICIDE RESIDUES DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
RT SOIL TOXTCITY TPAT)E BARBIERS 





RT OUTREACH PROGRAMMES 
TRAIT STABILITY 






UF Sao flow 
BT PHYSIOLOG 
RT NUTPIFr7T TRANSPORT 
USMOSIS 






































USE PLANT HAINS 
TRICHOPLUSIA 







UF Dri(, irriaation 
RT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
Triiodobenzolc acici 
USE TIRA 






























USE TORACCO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
TRUCKS 
BT TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
TRYPTOPHAN 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
Tsinq pak tsoi 
USE CHINESF WHITE CABBAGE 
TSV 
USE TOBACCO STREAK VIRUS 
TSWV 
































USE BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS 
OLEIFERA 
TURNIP ROSETTE MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TURNIP YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
BT VIRUSES 
TURNIPS 
BT ROOT VEGETABLES 
PT BRASSICA CAMPESTRIS PAPA 
TVIS 
SN Tropical Vegetable 
Information Service at 
AVRDC covering,initially, 
Chinese cabbaae, 
mungbeans and soybeans 
































BT BREEDING AIMS 













United States of America 
USE USA 
UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
PT FATTY ACIDS 




SN Crops grown on 
unirriaated land without 
storacie of water 
RT CROPPING SYSTFNS 
Upper Volta 




BT PYRIMIT)IrNE BASES 
UPD 
UF Black aras 
Gram (black) 
BT GRAIN LEGUMES 
VEGETARLE LEGUMES 
RT VIGNA MUNGO 
UREA 











P UNITED KINGDOM I URIDINE 
BT EUROPE BT NUCLEOSInES 
NT GREAT BRITAIN 
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URUGUAY 
BT SOUTH AMERICA 
USA 
UF United States of America 
BT NORTH AMERICA 
USEFUL INSECTS 
BT INSECTS 




NT INDUSTRIAL USES 
RT PRODUCTS 
USSR 
UF Soviet Union 







BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 
VACUUM PACKING 
BT PACKAGING 
RT SEALED STORAGE 
VALINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
VARIETAL COMPARISONS 
UF Comparisons (among 
cultivars or varieties) 
Differences (among 
cultivars or varieties) 
Varietal differences 























Vascular systerr (plant) 
USE PLANT VASCULAR SYSTER' 
VASCULAP TISSUES 
BT PLANT TISSUES 
PLANT VASCULAP SYSTFM 
NT VASCULAR BUNDLES 
VECTORS 
BT DISEASE TRANSI ISSIO*! 
VEGETABLE CROPS 
ST CROPS 



































BT VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
NT SOYBEAN OIL 
RT EDIBLE OTLS 
VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 
UF Plant Droducts 
BT PRODUCTS 






























RT ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION 
Veins (plant) 
USE PLANT VEINS 
VENEZUELA 
BT SOUTH AMEPICA 
VERNALIZATION 
SN Iniation of flowerina in 
response to cold treatmPnt 
BT Fj,01%ER INDT'CTICN 
RT PHOTOPERIODISm 
VERTICAL RESISTANCF 
SN Oli9ogenic, Qualitative, 
race-specific resistance 






NT VICIA FAPA 
VICIA FABA 
BT IND1CATOR HOSI PLANTS 
VICIA 



































RT ADZUKI BEANS 
Vigna calcarata 
USE VIGNA UMBELLATA 
VIGNA GLABRESCENS 
UF Phaseolus glaber 
Phaseolus mungo var. 
glaber 
Vigna radiata var. glabra 
BT VIGNA 
VIGNA MUNGO 
SN Vigna mungo (L.) Hepper 
UF Phaseolus mungo 
BT VIGNA 
RT URD 
Viana radiata var. glatira 
USE VIGNA GLABP 
Vigna sesquipedalis 
USE VIGNA UNGUICIJI.ATA 
SE.SQUIPFPALIS 
Viona sinensis 
USE VIGNA IJNGUICULATA 
A 
















UF Dolichos unguiculata 
Vigna sinensis 
BT INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
VIGNA 









VIGNA UNGUICULATA BIFLOPA 
UF Dolichos biflorus 
Dolichos catjang 
Phaseolus cylindricus 
Vigna unguiculata subsp. 
cy.l indr ica 
BT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
AI 
VIGNA RADIATA A 
SN Vigna radiata (L.) Wilczek 




VIGNA UNGUICULATA SESQUIPEDALIS Ar 
UF Dolichos sesquipedalis 
Vigna sesquipedalis 
HT VIGNA UNGUICULATA 
PT YARD-LONG BEANS 
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Vigna unauiculata suhsp. 
cylindrica 
USE VIGNA IlNGUICULATA B1FLORA 
VIGNA U;NGUICIiLATA IitJGUICULATA 
BT VIG!.A WNGUICULATA 
VILLAGE CONDITIONS 
BT CONDITIONS 
RT SOCIAL ASPECTS 
VIRAL DISEASES 
SN In general, viral 
diseases should be 
indexed with the narre of 
trie virus. See VTRUSFS 
PT DISEASEIS 













ABIITILON 'iOSAIC VIR?!S 
AI) ADZUKIBEAN VIRUS 
ALFALFA MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN CO;MMUW ?1cSAIC VIRUS 
BEANN CRUMPLING VIRUS 
G BEAN GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN POD MOTTLE VIRUS 
BEAr RUGOSE MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN YF.LLO4 MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEET CURLY TOP VIRUS 




Virus indicator plants 
USE INDICATOR HOST PLANTS 
Virus races 
USE VIRUS STRAINS 
VIRUS STRAINS D 
UF Virus races 
RT VIRUSES 
BLACKEYE COWPEA MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
BLACKGRAM LEAF CRINKI,F 
VIRUS 
BLACKGRAM MOSAIC VIRUS 
BLACKGRAM STEPTLITY 
MOSAIC VIRUS 
BRnAD BEAN' 107TI,F. VIRUS 
BROAD F3FAN STAR. VIRUS 
BROAD BE.AN TPUE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
BPOAD REAN WIL7 VIRUS 
CASSAVA MOSAIC VIRUS 
CAULIFLOwER MCSAIC VIRUS 
CHILI LEAFCURL, VIRUS 
COWPEA APHID-BOPNE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
COWPEA CHLOPOTIC MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
COWPEA MILD MOTTLE. VIRUS 
COWPEA MOSAIC VIRUS 
COWPEA SFVFRE WOSAIC VIRUS 
CUCUMBER MOSAIC VIRUS 
GRFENGRAM MOSAIC VIRUS 
LFTTUCE NECROTIC YELLOW 
VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN MOSA IC VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN MOTTLE VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
MUNGBEAN YELLOW MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
OKRA MOSAIC VIRUS 
ONION YELLOw DWARF VIRIIS 
PEA ENATION MOSAIC VIRUS 
PEANUT MOTTLE VIRUS 
PEANUT STUNT VIRUS 
PEPPER MOTTLE VIRUS 
POTATO LFAFROI,L VIRUS 
POTATO VIRUS X 
POTATO VIRUS Y 
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RADISH ENATION MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
RADISH MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOUTHEPN BEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOYBEAN DWARF VIRUS 
SOYt3EAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
SOYBEAN ROSETTE VIRUS 
SOYBEA ' STUNT VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO MILD MOTTLE 
VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO STUNT VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO 
VEIN-CLEARING VIRUS 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS A 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS B 
SWEET POTATO VIRUS N 
TOBACCO ETCH VIRUS 
TOBACCO LEAF CIIRL VIRUS 
TOBACCO MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOBACCO NECROSIS VIRUS 
TOBACCO RATTLE VIRUS 
TOBACCO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
TOBACCO STR.EAK VIRUS 
TOMATU ASPERMY VIRUS 
TOMATE) BLACK RING VIRUS 
TO$4ATO BUSITY STUNT VIRUS 
TOMATÙ GOLDEN MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOMATO MOSAIC VIRUS 
TOMATO RINGSPOT VIRUS 
TOMATO SPOTTED WILT VIRUS 
TOMATO YFLLOW DWARF VIRUS 
TUMATO YELLOW LEAFCURL 
VIRUS 
TOMATt7 YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
TURNIP CRINKLE VIRUS 
TURNIP MOSAIC VIRUS 
TUPNIP ROSETTE MOSAIC 
VIRUS 
TURNIP YELLOW MOSAIC VIRUS 
WILD CUCUMBER MOSAIC VIRUS 






















BT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 







BT LITHOLOGICAL SCIL TYPFS 
VOLVARIELLA 
PT EDIBLE FUAGI 
Wales 




NT CONTROLLED BURNING 
RECYCLING 
WATER 















BT RESOURCE CONSERVATION 
WATER MANAGEMENT 
RT WATER SUPPLY 
Water convolvulus 












BT ENERGY SOURCES 
WATER REOUIREMFNTS 
BT NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS 
RT WATER MANAGEMENT 
WATER SUPPLY 
WATER RESERVOIRS 
BT WATER STORAGE 
WATER SPINACH 
UF Kang Kong 
water convolvulus 
BT GREEN VEGETABLES 








BT WATER SUPPLY 
NT WATER PFSE'PVCIFS 
RT SIOPAGE 
WATER SUPPLY 





























BT CONTROL OF INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 
Weedinq 










BT INJURIOUS FACTOR 
NT ANNUAL ,tiEEDS 
PERENNIAI, WEEDS 







BT WATER SUPPLY 










White cabbage (Chinese or 
Shanghai) 
USE CHINESE WHITE CABBAGE 
WHITE MUSTARD 
UF Mustard (white) 
BT FEF_.D CRUCIFERS 
GREEN VEGETABLES 
OIL CROPS 






WIDE ADAPTABILITY C 
BT BREEDING AIMS 
Wide crossinq 
USE INTERGENEPIC HYBRIDIZATION 
Wild ancestors 
USE ANCESTOP SPECIES 




NT RELATED WILD SPECIES 
RT ANCESTOR SPECIES 
LANDRACES 
Wildfire (soybean disease) 











NT BACTEPIAL WILI 
PT WILTING 
WIND DAMAGE 






PT WIND DAMAGE 
WIND POWER 
BT ENERGY SOURCES 
WIND RESISTANCE 
UF Resistance to wind 
BT RESISTANCF TO INJURIOUS 
FACTORS 






























USE CUCURBIT VEGETABLES 
Witches' broom disease 























SN Restrict to species of 
Dioscorea 
BT ROOT VEGF.TABLFS 
PT DIOSCOREA 
YARD-LONG BEANS 





RT GRAIN LEGUMES 
RT VIG1A UNNGIJICILATA 
SESQUIPF:DALIS 
Ye tsoi fa 
USE CAULIFLOwERS 
YEAST SPOT 




BT BREEDING AIMS 
YIELD TRIALS 
BT EVALUATION 
RT FIELD TRIALS 
PROGENY TESTING 
YIELDS 
UF Crop yields 









BT VASCULAR BUNDLES Young root (seed) 
RT TRACHEIDS USE RADICLE 
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Young shoot (seed) 
USE PLUMULE 
YUBA 












BT REÎ)UCED TILLAGE 
































In the course of compiling the Tropical Vegetables Thesaurus many 
hundreds of journal articles, research bulletins, monographs and library 
index cards were scanned for candidate descriptors and non-descriptors. 
These source documents are too numerous to list here - indeed no attempt 
was made to keep a record of all the documents that crossed my desk. 
What follows is therefore a selected list of the more important 
references used. 
Anonymous. 1984. 
Report of the Third External Review of the Asian Ve etable 
Research and Development enter, pril 23 - May 14, 1984. 
AVRD publication 84-211. hanhua, Taiwan. 
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 1984. 
Progress Report Summaries 1983. AVRDC publication 84-220. 
an ua, Taiwan. 
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 1979. 
Proceedings of the lst International Symposium on Tropical 
Tomato, October 23 - 27, 1978 at Shanhua, Taiwan, Republic 
of China. AVRDC publication 78-59. Shanhua, Taiwan. 
Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center. 1978. 
The lst International Mungbean S osium, August 16 - 19, 
at the University of the Philippines, Los Banos. 
C publication unnum ere Shanhua, Taiwan. 
Aykroyd, W. R. and J. Doughty. 1982. 
Legumes in Human Nutrition. FAO Food and Nutrition Paper 
ZU. Revised. Rome. 
Collocott, T. C. and A. B. Dobson (editors). 1974. 
Chambers Dictionary of Science and Technology. Revised 
e ition. W. and Chambers Ltd., in urg . 
Gilpin, A. 1977. 
Dictionary of Economic Terms. Fourth edition. 
utterworths, London. 
Green, S. K. 1984 
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ec nica Bulletin o. 15. AVRDU publication 84-207. 
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Hawksworth, D. L., B. C. Sutton and C. G. Ainsworth. 1983. 
Ainsworth and Bisby's Dictionary of the Fungi. Seventh 
edition. ommonwea t yco ogica Institute, 
Charlesworth and Co., Huddersfield. 
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Ltd., London. 
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Second edition. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge. 
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edition. ongman, on on. 
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orme. 
Lee, L. H . Y . and R. Winney. 1982. 
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Elsevier's Lexicon of Plant Pests and Diseases. Elsevier, 
Amsterdam. 
Norman, A. G. (editor). 1978. 
Soybean Ph siolo , A ronom , and Utilization. Academic 
Press, on on. 
Pearce, D. W. (editor). 1983. 
The Dictionary of Modern Economics. Revised. Macmillan, 
London. 
Purseglove, J. W. 1968. 
Tropical Crops: Dicotyledons. Longman, Essex. 
Rost, T. L., M. G. Barbour, R. M. Thornton, T. E. Weri and C. 
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Botan : A Brief Introduction to Plant Biology John 
Wiley and Sons, New or . 
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Evolution of Crop Plants. Longman, London. 
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